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Dear Friends,
With 5000 exhibitors from 75 countries
and 220,000 international visitors, the
Hannover Messe remains the world’s
largest industrial technology show.
Industry 4.0, Integrated Energy, Smart
Supply, Predictive Maintenance,
Additive Manufacturing and Artificial
Intelligence are just a few of the of the innovative topics highlighted this year.
IEN Europe’s April issue is delivered to
you in advance of the Hannover Messe,
and will be widely distributed during the
show, giving you a selection of product
news and technical articles prepared by
our editors. My team will also be present
through the duration of the show to
report on technology announcements and product launches to you, both on our
web site www.ien.eu and in the next print and digital issues of our publications.
Besides our usual coverage of product news, you will find in this issue,
starting page 12 a focus on industrial equipment & machinery, our
Hannover Messe special from page 21, and a Motion Technology and
Drive Engineering special on pages 38-43.
If you have not yet checked it, go and take a look at our digital edition, which
boasts responsive design allowing you to read it from your desktop, tablet or
smart phone, as well as a technology/product supplier contact form clickable at
the end of each advertisement or editorial information.
Go to https://www.ien.eu/digital/2018/april/
Greetings from the WIN Eurasia show in Istanbul
and see you soon at Hannover Messe (23-27 April)
stand H81, Hall 9!

OTHER COUNTRIES
Cristian Son
Tel: +39 027030631
c.son@tim-europe.com

Digital File Requirements available at:
www.ien.eu/technical-guidelines/
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Leybold supports Swissloop team
ETH Zurich students have won the SpaceX competition of US entrepreneur
Elon Musk with their Swissloop concept against thousands of other teams.
Now, in the summer of 2018, the Swiss will once again be able to prove
themselves in the next round with their enhanced capsule. The Swissloop
project is supported by Leybold. The vacuum pioneer has been promoting
the Hyperloop projects of the technology revolutionary since 2015 with its
vacuum know-how. In the late summer of 2017, they were initially been
selected as one of 27 teams from an initial 1200 university teams and had been personally invited by Elon Musk to the SpaceX
test site in Hawthorne, Los Angeles. There they were able to present their specially developed pod solution. Since February 2018,
it has been clear that Swissloop is officially qualified for the Hyperloop Pod Competition 2018. From 15 to 21 July, Swissloop
will work closely with SpaceX and Boring Company engineers to validate this year’s pods and test whether the Swissloop pod
will glide safely through the vacuum tube. The final, in which only the best teams will compete, will be held on 22 July 2018.

ABB selected for NextDecade’s
Rio Grande LNG project

MCU Car Rally Held at embedded world 2018 in Nuremberg

NextDecade Corporation has chosen ABB Ltd. to provide
an integrated automation and electrical solution for its
Rio Grande LNG project in South Texas. The automation
of plant control systems will optimize plant performance
and efficiency, representing a logical extension of NextDecade’s low cost, lower risk development strategy in
combination with Rio Grande LNG’s optimal South Texas
location. “This agreement enables NextDecade to drive
higher capital efficiencies through a unique, integrated
approach among ABB, CB&I - NextDecade’s EPC contractor - and the NextDecade team via automation and
electrical systems,” said Matt Schatzman, NextDecade
President & CEO. “NextDecade expects ABB’s solutions
to reduce the schedule, equipment footprint, and cost
of our Rio Grande LNG
facility, while providing greater operational
flexibility.”ABB’s
major projects execution center in Houston
leads the industry in
combined automation
and electrical projects
designed to deliver
higher value for its customers globally. This world-class
project delivery model will be fully deployed on the
LNG project.

Renesas Electronics announced the winners of its annual MCU Car Rally competition for university students,
which was held on March 1, 2018 at embedded world
2018 in Nuremberg, Germany. Twenty-eight teams from
16 universities all over Europe, comprising approximately
150 students and their professors, participated in the
challenge by each developing a functioning model rally
car that includes sensors to detect a white line on the
track and an RX microcontroller (MCU) from Renesas to
provide system, motor and sensor control. The lap times
were recorded by a timing system developed using the
Renesas Synergy™ Platform. With a time of 02:38.4 minutes for five full laps of the 67m circuit, the car built by
the team Road Runner from the Gheorge Asachi Technical
University of Iasi, Romania finished first place at the car
rally. The runner-up team was FasTech1 from the University of Craiova, Romania, whose car completed five laps
in 03:08.3 minutes. Brockenblitz from the German Harz
University came in third with a time of 03:19.0 minutes.

Robert Bosch Venture Capital , the corporate venture capital company of the Bosch group, has completed an investment in Poka
Inc, a Canadian start-up based in Quebec. Poka is a web and mobile app that makes it easy for factory workers to create, standardize, share and access content critical for day-to-day manufacturing operations. This includes items such as
training guides, procedures, equipment parameters and troubleshooting solutions. “The greatest potential
in the long term is not only in hardware or device connectivity, but also in smart software – the essential enabler of internet of things applications and smart factories” says RBVC Managing Director Dr. Ingo
Ramesohl. Poka was born on the factory floor as an innovative answer to real-world problems related to
training effectiveness and knowledge sharing between plants, shifts and when workers retire. “Together
with Poka we can help companies realize measurable improvements in productivity, equipment downtime,
communication, quality and safety.” says Luis Llovera, Managing Director of Bosch Ventures.
n° 4 - april 2018
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sensors & measurement

Positive Outlook After
a Successful Year
AMA, the German Association for Sensors and Messurement, published an
evaluation of the year 2017 and asked the members for an outlook to the future
developments. The AMA has around 480 members, 85 percent from the industry,
15 percent research institutions
The association polled its members on the
economic development in January on the
economic development in 2017. The responses of the AMA members show a significant
positive overall development. For the current year, the sensor industry projects a further growth in turnover of eight percent. The
AMA members are planning to increase their
investments by 13 percent, compared the results of the previous year. Thanks to the positive outlook, 80 percent of the enterprises
state that they want to hire more engineers.
The prevailing mood is based on a very positive development in revenue during the pre-

Revenue Sensors and Measurement
Technology (Source: AMA)

vious year, in which the sensor industry
generated a cumulative rise in turnover
of nine percent compared to the previous year. Thus, the AMA members significantly exceeded the previous average
of six percent growth in turnover. The
overall good economic development reflects the high investment readiness in
the sensor industry. Last year the AMA
members invested 18 percent more
than in the previous year. For the current
fiscal year, the sector counts on a further
increase in investments of 13 percent.
Only the sensor industry’s export quota
was retrogressive during last year, declining by seven percent compared to
the previous year. Particularly affected
are the foreign central European countries with a drop of six percent. It seems
that the AMA members are generating a considerable part of the increasing revenue in the
booming German market.
For a number of years now, the sensor sector has shown great investment readiness. In
the era of digitization, sensors and sensor systems are considered to be the key industries
for the highly industrialized German republic.
The sector, characterized by medium-sized
enterprises, has already invested heavily in
research and development, but is nevertheless ready to invest even more if tax funding
measures were to be implemented for research and development in Germany, according to the AMA poll.
The positive atmosphere in the industry also
radiates to the annual leading trade fair for
sensor, measuring, and testing technology,
the SENSOR+TEST in Nuremberg. The 25th
edition will be hosted by AMA Service GmbH,
n ° 4 - april 2 0 1 8
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for the first time in June. From 26th to 28th
the event brings experts, service providers,
and specialists from the measuring and sensor industry together and is also a forum for
young talents to get in touch with the trends
of the industry. In 2017 569 exhibitors from
29 countries were taking part in the show,
numbers that should be exceeded in 2018.
More than 40 percent of the exhibitors are
from outside Germany, a number that clearly
shows the importance of the event.
One of the Sensor+Test highlights will be the
Special Topic “Sensor and Measuring Technology in the Industrial Internet” More efficiency, productivity, security, and quality – that is
what the new technologies of the industrial
internet and Industry 4.0 promise. The key to
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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Hall 24, Booth No. A54

DOWNTIME
IS NOT AN
OPTION.
live dynamic measurements, for example in
vehicle testing. Also two first-rate conferences
will accompany the event: The ettc2018 European Test and Telemetry Conference as well
as the 19. ITG/GMA- Conference for Sensors
and Measuring Systems. Connectivity is the
backbone of our modern communication society. Telemetry technologies for applications in
the aerospace and automotive industry as well
as in biomedicine are being pushed and challenged by developments, such as IoT, big data,
wireless or UAV (drones).
The ettc2018 European Test and Telemetry
Conference is the most important international platform for telemetry, telecontrol, test
instrumentation, and data processing. After
2014 and 2016, it will take place for the third
time parallel to and in cooperation with the
SENSOR+TEST. Enterprises and institutes will
present their products, technologies, or services dealing with these topics in hall 2. For
the German speaking public the ITG/GMA
conference will cover the topics of “Sensors
and sensor systems for the Internet of Things”
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these achievements lies in networking and
analyzing the operating data of machines,
systems, and processes. Sensor, measuring,
and testing systems provide this data accurately, reliably, and securely and thus take on
a key role in the industry of the future. The
special topic offers the opportunity to participate in the innovation dialog on new solutions and concepts in sensor and measuring
technology in the industrial internet. Another
special topic will be dedicated to “Digital
Transformation”. Thanks to the linking of intelligent objects, such as mobile phones, cars,
or even entire factories into a network, it is
now possible to acquire and exchange data in
large quantities. This in turn makes it feasible
to map the existing environment on computer-based systems, increasing efficiency,
accuracy, predictability, and – last not least
– the economic benefit. But apart from this
big cross-sectional trends and topics you can
also find special topics, for example at the
theme stand “Vision Sensors and Systems”,
where components and systems for image
processing are presented. An action area on
the fair ground will bring the experience of

26/03/18 11:20
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cover story

Stepping it up a Notch
Stairs are still unsurmountable obstacles for many robots. Yet a young
team at ETH Zurich is building a vehicle designed to negotiate steps with
ease - by hopping
Author: Adrian Venetz, maxon motor ag

“Ascento” is the name given to the sophisticated device by its creators, a team of eight
students majoring in mechanical engineering and one in electrical engineering. The
robot is quite special: It moves and balances
on two wheels. From an engineering standpoint, this is significantly more difficult than

building a device on four wheels. However, a
bipedal robot provides much better mobility
and adaptability to different terrain types.
Making the robot leap
That's not all: The main goal of the nine upand-coming engineers is to make the robot

leap. They want it to be able to jump high,
like a kangaroo, and land again safely on its
two wheels. “This would enable the robot to
master stairs and other obstacles,” student
Florian Weber explains. The Ascento team
originated from a focus project. In this type
of project, undergraduate students of vari-

30WLC550 series

© maxon motor

From left: Ciro Salzmann, Marcus Vierneisel, Lionel Gulich, Florian Weber
n° 4 - april 2018
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EC frameless 90 flat, brushless, 260

ous disciplines have a chance to apply their
knowledge to a concrete project - from the
initial idea to a functioning prototype.
Special feature of the Ascento
The special feature of the Ascento is that it is
designed as an inverted pendulum: The center of gravity is above the axis. As a result,
the Ascento is able to stand and move only
as long as it is powered and actively maintaining balance on its wheels – similar to a
standing human, who continuously has to expend energy to maintain balance. This makes
the Ascento comparable to a Segway, which
is also driven by two wheels that are on the
same axis and requires a controlled drive to
maintain balance.
Potential applications and purposes
Potential applications for the Ascento are for
example building inspections. For example,
the vehicle could enter a house that's on fire
or in danger of collapse. A built-in camera
would deliver valuable information to rescuers outside the building. There are already
various robots for these purposes. However:
“Especially when it comes to climbing stairs,
many robots reach the limit of their ability,”
says Marcus Vierneisel, who is also a member
of the nine-person focus group.
The goal for the Ascento is to enable it to
climb stairs at a human's walking speed.
Due to its lightweight two-wheeled design,
the Ascento is more agile than other robots
anyway. “On the other hand, larger robots are
able to interact with their environment. This is
something that Ascento cannot do,” adds meFREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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© maxon motor

chanical engineering student Lionel Gulich.
Equipped with sensors, the Ascento would be
able to scout a building and deliver 3D scans
of the rooms in a short time. Of course, the
prototype won't be able to scout a whole
building by itself yet. However, it will be able
to approach a flight of stairs on remote control and then use its sensors to measure and
calculate the height and length of the jumps
required to climb each step. “Triggering each
jump via remote would be too complicated
and slow,” Florian Weber says. This puts the
Ascento in the category of semi-autonomous
robots.
An actual project
It is still uncertain whether the focus project and the Ascento prototype will eventually become an inspection robot ready for
commercial production.
However, this is not the primary goal. Focus
projects serve mainly to let ETH students try
their hand at an actual project instead of
just cramming theory.

maxon EC 90 flat motors
The students are receiving technical and financial support from the drive specialist
manufacturer maxon motor, as part of the
company's Young Engineers Program (YEP).
The Ascento's drives include two maxon EC
90 flat motors. Technically, the torque of 963
mNm delivered by these motors is somewhat
overdimensioned when the robot is moving
along a single plane. The drives come into
their own when balancing the Ascento after
landing on a narrow step, as this requires high
torque and precise control. The ETH students
decided to use the frameless version of the
motors. Rotor and stator are delivered separately and without an output shaft. The rotor
and stator are connected only during the integration into a system. Especially in robotics,
maxon frameless motors are often the first
choice because they enable space-saving and
elegant integration into joint structures. Each
motor is driven by an EPOS4 module.
53870 at www.ien.eu
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Product
News

AC-DC Power Supply Units
Ideally suited to 3-Dimensional print applications
30WLC550 series

Ideal Power Ltd announces the availability of a brand-new line of AC-DC
Power Supply Units (PSU’s) ideally
suited to 3-Dimensional print applications.
Powerful and robust solution
The 30WLC550 series is suitable for
machines operating from 12-58 V DC
and up to 550 W (forced air cooled).
Equipped with a fan output connector to achieve optimal performance, together
with hiccup mode overcurrent, overvoltage
and short circuit protection. The series also
features an impressive MTBF of 3 million
hours, making the series a powerful and robust solution suited to the most demanding
applications.
In addition, the series incorporates PFC (Power Factor Correction) > 0.95 at full load, together with an efficiency of up to 92% and

high isolation voltage rates of 3000 V AC.
Meeting IEC/UL/EN 60950-1 and certified to both CB and NEMKO standards, the
30WLC550 series meets the demands of additive manufacturing with ease.

nal Power Supplies (EPS) suitable for
3D scanner units. Making Ideal Power
the one-stop solution for powering today's 3D manufacturing sector.
With many series equipped with features including universal input, short
circuit protection, low consumption
and high-efficiency ratings in addition
to a vast range of topologies, there is something to suit every project.

External Power Supplies Built for Purpose
Ideal Power’s versatile range of power supply
units does not end there, offering a comprehensive range of Level VI switch mode Exter-

Ideal Power’s versatile range of power
supply units
From desktop to fixed-plug and interchangeable units, Ideal Power’s complete range of
switch mode external power supplies can be
supplied with your choice of AC heads, output
and input connectors and cables (minimum
order quantities may apply). You can also
rest assured they will take care of meeting
relevant approvals and certifications, in every
destination.
54759 at www.ien.eu
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EDGE COMPUTING FOR THE IIOT

INDUSTRIAL CELLULAR RTUS

Leverages Microsoft Azure IoT and TSN technologies

Provide a secure all-in-one platform

Kontron and NXP
Semiconductors N.V.
announced their
collaboration to couple
NXP's i.MX and Layerscape
families of Arm®-based
processors with
Kontron/S&T's expertise in
hardware and software to
create Industry 4.0 solutions. The products will leverage Microsoft
Azure IoT and Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) technologies to
meet the needs of next-generation Industrial IoT implementations
for cloud, edge computing and factory floor innovations. New
Industry 4.0 solutions include Kontron's i.MX 8-based SMARC 2.0
and Q7 computer-on-modules. Additionally, Kontron plans to
launch modules with Layerscape SoCs including LS1028 to support
its own Industry 4.0 edge gateways as well as designs by Kontron
customers later in 2018. Kontron has over 30 years of experience in
developing industrial PCs, gateways and servers as well as
computing modules and VME/VPX embedded boards and systems.
The company uniquely offers the software integration services to
enable the Industrial IoT with pre-integrated solutions for IoT and
embedded applications as a one-stop shop. Kontron also empowers
OEMs and developers to leverage the computing framework of
Microsoft Azure IoT Edge.

Red Lion's Sixnet® series
RAM industrial cellular RTUs
provide a secure all-in-one
platform that offers
unmatched reliability for the
remote monitoring and
control of field-deployed
assets. With a built-in event
engine that can trigger I/O
and send SMS text
messages based on real-time operational data, our rugged cellular
RTUs provide local control regardless of location. With an intuitive
web-based, menu-driven interface that requires no knowledge of
programming languages, the RAM event engine can quickly be
configured to trigger I/O or send SMS messages based on
operational data. Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) Cloud
Connectivity - Red Lion's RAM® industrial cellular RTUs feature
cloud connectivity, which allows for reliable, secure and scalable
communication to leading IIoT cloud platforms. RAMQTT, Red
Lion's native MQTT client, simplifies implementations with
pre-configured profiles for Microsoft Azure®, AT&T®
M2X, Amazon® AWS™ IoT, AutoDesk® Fusion Connect, Nokia
IMPACT, Cumulocity, and Telenor Connexion. This functionality
enables organizations to easily establish communication and start
pushing data to select cloud platforms in minutes.
54819 at www.ien.eu

54817 at www.ien.eu

LOCK-IN AMPLIFIERS AND AWG
With Multi-device Synchronization function
Zurich Instruments Lock-in
Amplifiers and Arbitrary Wave
Generators (AWG) can now be
synchronized thanks to the
new Multi-device
Synchronization function
(MDS). This allows multiple
instruments to be connected
together and controlled on
one user-friendly interface.
The MDS takes care of the
synchronization of both the
10 MHz clock and the sampling rates of each connected
instrument. Instead of using one multi-channel instrument, single
instruments can be added as required and subsequently
synchronized as one. This increases the flexibility and scalability of
existing measurement systems. The included LabOne software
allows stress-free measurements to be taken simultaneously on
multiple instruments. Datapoints taken at the same time are
labelled with the corresponding timestamp, allowing the
datapoints to be clearly assigned and analyzed. Furthermore,
LabOne offers a wide range of integrated tools for signal analysis,
reducing the complexity of the experimental setup. Existing
customers of Zurich Instruments can also add MDS functionality
free of charge by updating LabOne to version 17.12.
54820 at www.ien.eu
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Making the move to weld-free
piping and on-site support
The Complete Piping Solutions (CPS) programme from Parker identifies
market needs for service partners with expert knowledge of weld-free
piping and connector solutions
Author: Tobias Hammer, Services Manager EMEA, Parker Hannifin

There are numerous issues associated with
modern welded pipes, not least those concerning accuracy, reliability and cost. As a result,
moving to a weld-free piping solution presents
many potentially advantageous opportunities,
particularly if it can be backed by on-site support to help optimise system performance and
uptime.
There is an omnipresent demand for connecting
hydraulic units with machines and equipment,
both as part of new installations and in the overhauling of existing equipment. Although welded
connections have been the traditional solution,
there are a number of inherent problems with
welded pipe joints that are driving demand for
an alternative solution.
Among the main issues are those regarding the
accuracy and reliability of connections; even
experienced welders cannot always produce
100% perfect welds. Moreover, inherent problems with welded joints include the potential

010_019_IEN_April_2018.indd 14

for stress cracking and subsequent corrosion,
while ongoing weld integrity can only be proven with regular, expensive and time consuming
x-ray testing or other non-destructive method.
Add to this the current industry issues in sourcing specialist welders, and the challenges are
plain to see.
Then there are the costs to consider. Not only
does welding consume high levels of energy,
but there exist numerous time and cost issues
around cleaning, degreasing agents and anticorrosion resources. Safety is another concern,
particularly those relating to welding fumes
and fire risks. Indeed, increased system pressure
(especially in hydraulic systems) means there
is growing industry focus on safety; a fact supported by a new European directive for pressure
vessels. For these reasons, some industries, such
as oil and gas, shipbuilding and mining, have
already started specifying the use of weld-free
technology.

Go weld-free
The increased pressure on operators to ensure
machine and production efficiency means that
system failures and unscheduled maintenance
due to piping and connection faults is expensive; both in terms of emergency repairs and
production downtime. Throw in the growing importance of safety and environmental protection, which is in turn fuelling demand for safer
and more reliable systems, and it becomes
clear why replacing welded connections with
tested and approved weld-free technology is
a growing issue in almost every industry and
application. It is well documented that weldfree technologies such as flange connection
systems deliver superior performance in comparison with welded joints, especially where
compressive strength, reduced leakage and
contamination-free lines are critical. Furthermore, cold forming is much quicker, enables
conformity with regulation and facilitates inte-
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Technical competence
On-site resources offer up a number of technical competences, not least regarding the development and design of new systems or upgrades. This task can be supported by the latest
CAD and simulation software to optimise pipe
layout and dimensioning, as well as advanced
measurement systems; the data from which
can be used to further enhance quality control
and reliability. Additional technical competencies offered by reputable on-site support providers should include pipe bending, tube-end
processing, tube cleaning and flushing, and
pressure testing – all backed with expert assembly, installation and customer training.
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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Also interested in really rugged, light, accurate, configurable
and inexpensive pyrometer models for temperature ranges
between –50 °C and +3000 °C? Or in infrared cameras?
Visit www.optris.global
There’s no two ways about
it: our non-contact infrared
thermometers take up to
1000 readings per second.
23.–27.04.2018
Hannover, Germany
Visit us at HMI in
Hall 11, Stand A56.

On-site support
Ensuring the effective delivery of these advantages, however, can only be assured through
the support of on-site services/solutions. Considerable added value can be achieved using a
complete on-site solution provider.
This single point of contact will be able to offer everything from expert advice, design and
pre-configuration, to delivery and installation; not only saving time and money through
faster installation and reduced downtime, but
maximising system efficiency and reliability.
Using an on-site support service takes the
pressure and workload off internal teams,
saving management and co-ordination time,
as well as costs. In addition, customised solutions can be designed to meet each customer’s individual needs.

Fast.

grated connection into existing hydraulic systems. Unlike welding, such solutions can also
be prefabricated off-site to further accelerate
on-site installation, while flanges that can be
oriented make assembly easier and quicker.
Additional benefits include the elimination of
degreasing or anti-corrosion agents, increased
safety with no dangerous gases or fire risks,
reduced energy consumption, less downtime
and extended piping lifespan.

Parker Engineered Service Centres
One such service is the Complete Piping Solutions (CPS) programme from Parker. This global
service network has been established in response to identified market needs for service
partners with expert knowledge of weld-free
piping and connector solutions, providing both
MRO services to large OEMs and, via distributors, end-use customers. By appointing distributors, the service can quickly be delivered at a local level. Accredited certified distributors will be
able to offer specific competencies – including
bending, end forming (using Parker Parflange
technology), measurement, design, installation
and servicing – in three ways: on-site at larger
customers (for pipe diameters up to 50/60mm);
from the distributor’s own premises (for pipes
up to 120-170mm); and supported by specialist at Parker’s Engineered Services Centres (for
pre-bending larger pipe sizes and for complex
design and solutions support).
Parker’s Engineered Services locations utilise
the latest IT-based design and offer workshops
that can process pipes with external diameters
up to 220mm on the latest CNC bending machines. These machines can realise 2xD to 3xD
bending radii defined for relevant pipe diameters. Reassurance is provided by knowing that
the connections of Parker’s Parflange® F37
system comply with standards that include:
ISO 6162-1; SAE J518, 3000 psi interface (Code
61); ISO 6162-2; 6000 psi interface (Code 62);
and ISO 6164 flange pattern. The manufacture
of other system components, such as blocks or
manifolds, can also be undertaken.
Among the latest additions to CPS are on-site
containers and hot oil flushing containers. The
containers house all of the assembly machines
required for pipes up to an outside diameter of
170mm (6 in). Hot oil flushing units ensure that
pipeline systems are clean and debris-free before going into operation.
Expert advice
Perhaps most importantly of all, expert advice
can be delivered on weld-free piping and connections, system improvement and modernisation, and all aspects of lines, seals and materials.
Ultimately, high-quality, weld-free piping systems can be constructed or upgraded with total
reassurance provided through a comprehensive
and reliable on-site support service. All sectors
can benefit, including oil and gas, shipbuilding,
automotive, steelmaking and many other types
of industrial operations, such as presses, pulp
and papermaking, renewable energy generation, and injection moulding.
54760 at www.ien.eu
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Complex ‘curved’
3D printed tools
Increasing tooling capabilities with Stratasys Additive Manufacturing
leads to new business opportunities with major Airbus suppliers
Founded in Seville, Spain in 1979, Indaero began its journey making signage and labelling
for a diverse number of industries. Several years
later, the company made its foray into the aerospace sector following its work for key customer
and world-leading manufacturer, Airbus, thereby
establishing itself as an engineering and manufacturing specialist. Teaming up with welding
partner, Unilaser, the companies embarked on
a shared vision to exploit a gap in the market
and in 2015 created a joint venture - EBAS Avio
Panels - a new company dedicated to the manufacture of aircraft panels.

3D printed manufacturing tool produced
using Stratasys’ Fortus 450mc 3D Printer in
ULTEM 9085 material, enabling Indaero to
produce complex shapes that perfectly fit the
curvature of aircraft panels – not possible
using traditional aluminum tools

010_019_IEN_April_2018.indd 16

Today, the company provides a comprehensive service offering - including design, engineering, tooling, welding and painting of
complex tooling and structures. However, according to Darío González Fernández, Indaero
CEO, this was not always the case and it is
the rapid adoption of new technologies and
processes that has enabled them to pull away
from the competition.
“As we established ourselves in the aerospace
industry, we had two core objectives. Firstly, we
knew we had to improve our long-term strategy to strengthen our position for the next ten
years, and secondly, to maintain a competitive
edge it was essential that we optimize our service offering for key customers, such as Airbus.
With much of the competition limited to only a
few services, we decided to invest in Stratasys
additive manufacturing to not only enhance
our existing processes, but also extend into
new tooling applications to further differentiate ourselves as an end-to-end design to production service.”

spond to short run production of flying parts if
required - giving us a unique advantage versus
competition,” he explains.
“Aerospace is unlike other industries producing
high volumes of tools,” continues González.
“To traditionally manufacture production tools,
injection molding or CNC machining would be
used, but this would be very time-consuming
and costly. With our Fortus 450mc 3D Printer,
we can service low-volume production quickly
and cost-effectively, producing many different
tools on-demand to accelerate the manufacturing process and ensure we meet customer
delivery deadlines.”

Additive manufacturing opens door 		
to low-volume production
The company purchased an FDM-based Stratasys Fortus 450mc Production 3D Printer from
Stratasys’ local reseller, Comher. According
to González, the 3D printing materials available on the system were crucial to enabling
them to meet key customer specifications. “It
has become an integral part of our production
process, as it is certified for aerospace and well
known by our customer Airbus for a number of
aircraft applications. With its unique combination of high strength-to-weight ratio and FST
(flame, smoke, and toxicity) certification, we
can 3D print robust, lightweight tools and re-

Complex ‘curved’ 3D printed tools leads
to increased business
The Fortus 450mc Production 3D Printer is
used by Indaero to manufacture a wide range
of production tools. Crucial to achieving this is
the ability to quickly design and produce complex curved geometries that perfectly fit the
intricate shapes of the aircraft panels. Previously, the company was limited to producing
flat shapes with traditional methods, which affected the performance of the final tool during
affixation to the panel by workers.
“The 3D printer has been a game-changer for
us,” says González. “The ability to 3D print
curved production tools in robust materials
made us realize the importance of having tools
that perfectly fit the panels. Not only does it
make the work of our operators much easier,
it frees up resources and increases our overall
productivity. This improvement was immediately recognized by a number of leading Airbus
providers such as Aernnova, who previously
worked with our competitors and whose business we have subsequently secured.”
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This was exemplified in recent a project for
Aernnova, whereby Indaero used its Fortus
450mc 3D Printer to optimize a series of production tools for the manufacture of an Airbus
NH90 Helicopter. When traditionally developing a manufacturing tool to fix a slide box
onto the interior panel of the helicopter wing,
Indaero would produce a tool from aluminum.
Weighing twelve kilos, the tool required two
operators to hold it against the panel while
marking the drill holes. With the complex
geometries achievable with 3D printing, the
team redesigned the tool with a curvature
perfectly fitting the panel structure, enabling
them to leverage center of gravity to produce
a tool capable of standing on its own with the
help of two aluminum bars. As a result, Indaero
provided Aernnova with a new, more effective
tool, nine kilos lighter than its predecessor.
“Integrating FDM 3D printing within production tooling for this project delivered several
clear benefits,” explains González. “Firstly,
from a resource perspective there is now no

need for two operators as the tool fits against
the panel independently – leaving one operator to position the slide box with both
free hands. Secondly, we can produce a lightweight and robust tool 66% faster than with
CNC machining. As a result, this part of the
project was completed ahead of time and subsequently led to a reduction in manufacturing
cost by over 50%. The customer response has
been fantastic.”
With the deployment of additive manufacturing for lightweight, complex tools, the
company has developed a unique competitive advantage in the aerospace industry and
continues to increase its tooling capabilities
to accelerate the production process. González
concludes: “The future is bright. We are excited to explore how we can further leverage
our Stratasys additive manufacturing system
to respond to new engineering challenges our
customers face.”
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How to Create
2,000 Programs in one Year
ESPRIT is proving its worth for Macedonian manufacturer BRAKO,
allowing the company’s two programmers to punch well above their
weight
Founded in 1947 in Veles, Macedonia, BRAKO
produces parts and components used in medical devices, road sweeper trucks, airport ground
equipment, forklift accessories, metal welded
constructions, small hydro plants, telecommunications shelters and antenna towers. The
company also makes various wire products including nails, mesh and welding wire. Its components range from simple shafts and bushes to
hydro turbine house and covers; however, most
of its work requires 3-axis milling. The company
primarily uses mild steel but also some stainless
steel and aluminum.
Due to the small size of the Macedonian market - the country has just over two million inhabitants - the overwhelming majority (96%) of
BRAKO’s products are exported. Its customers
include healthcare companies Handicare Group
(Sweden) and Invacare (UK), Dutch airport equipment manufacturer S-P-S, street sweeper manufacturers Green Machines (Austria) and Biostrada
(Italy), Austrian turbine producer Global Hydro

Energy, and Macedonia’s electric company, EVN.
The annual revenue for the 550-employee company was around €28 million in 2016.
CNC milling machines and CNC turning 		
machines
BRAKO runs three CNC milling machines - two
Takumi 3-axis and a Haas 3+1 axis - and three
CNC turning machines - a RAIS T250 and two
Goodways. The company also owns a boring machine with a working area of 6 x 4 x 1.5 meters
(19.7 x 13.1 x 4.9 feet) and a rotating B-axis table
that can also make linear movements in the
direction of the Z-axis. Rounding out BRAKO’s
inventory is an assortment of laser cutting, tube
bending, plate rolling, plasma cutting and coordinated measuring machines and a robot welding
station. BRAKO began using ESPRIT after speaking with representatives at Mazak who referred
the company to a local CAM dealer, Rapid Progress. “The initial ESPRIT presentations gave us a
good feeling,” says Aleksandar Naumov, BRAKO

BRAKO’s two engineers - project manager Aleksandar Naumov
and mechanical engineer Slavcho Mitrovski - are able to program
approximately 2,000 different parts per year using ESPRIT

Large galvanized parts for airport equipment and sweeper tracks and
chassis for Green Machine are shown in storage at BRAKO, ready for
exportation
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project manager and mechanical engineer. “After
taking a training session and getting to know the
interface, and after creating our first G-code and
machining our first parts, we decided that ESPRIT
was the best choice for us. We mainly chose ESPRIT because the software was simple to master,
and we were able to familiarize ourselves with it
quickly, but it was also our top pick because of
the excellent help and training provided. The support we receive from Rapid Progress is perfect,
and I felt like the trainer directly injected all the
knowledge into my brain.” Prior to ESPRIT, BRAKO used another CAM system and sometimes
the manual programming function on the machine to program simple milled parts. “Now we
can’t imagine how we’d handle all the machines
we have without ESPRIT,” Naumov says. “The
most important benefit for us has been decreased
programming time and increased productivity: as
we’ve begun using ESPRIT to its fullest, we are
more than 30% more productive in programming - after just one year.” BRAKO managed to
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create more than 2,000 programs in its first year,
an astonishing number considering the company
has only two programmers under its employ. “It’s
proof that ESPRIT is very user friendly, especially
for similar parts that are repeated frequently,”
Naumov continues.

BRAKO programmed this complex guide vane
for a turbine in less than one day with ESPRIT

Programming with ESPRIT
BRAKO recently worked on some guide vanes
for a Francis turbine, which are made in two
operations - milling, then turning - that are
programmed by ESPRIT. The part is complex
enough that preparing for production took more
than four days. But programming with ESPRIT
took less than a day. “Using the wide range
of standard machining operations contained in
ESPRIT helps us to tackle complex and unusual

parts with ease,” says Naumov. “We can easily
switch production from one part to another, and
we can move production of some parts from one
machine to another - it only takes a few clicks to
generate G-code for another machine.
“The ability to define and save tools in the database, group operations together, and edit machining processes makes us very flexible in programming, as well as in production. In short, this
is the power of ESPRIT.” As for its future plans,
BRAKO intends to purchase a bigger 5-axis milling machine to machine runner wheels for Pelton turbines to be used in small hydro plants. “It
will be a challenge, but we’re in this together
with ESPRIT,” Naumov says.
54761 at www.ien.eu
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case study

Integrated thermographic system
IMC Service has customized its control module IR-SyM-TD and adapted
it to the customer’s needs, allowing the simultaneous management of 24
thermocameras for the monitoring of gasification plants
Gasification plants are globally employed for
energy production.
Through a process that occurs at extremely
high temperatures, the gasifiers of Isab Energy
convert the “tar”, oil processing waste, into a
synthesis gas, “syngas”, which is reused as fuel
for producing electric energy. Thus this process
allows the production of energy making use of a
byproduct, which otherwise would not be used.
The critical temperatures reached during this
process must be kept under control in order to
ensure the stability and the safety of the plant.
IMC Service, specialized in the thermography
field, has designed a system for the continuous monitoring of gasifiers skin temperature,
thanks to specific instrumentation managed by
the system of centralized control IR-SyM-TD.
The system automatically controls the temperature and reports alarms
IMC Service has customized its control module
IR-SyM-TD and adapted it to the customer’s
needs, allowing the simultaneous management of 24 thermocameras, thus identifying
FLIR products as the most suitable for working 24h/7d in a critical industrial
environment.IR-SyM-TD performs a
continuous and accurate control of
skin temperature; the system has been
configured to automatically respond
to excess of heat, by reporting alarms
that are set with different times of
response depending on the heating
curve. The application provides a complete overview of acquired data: the
graph of temperature changes, realtime updated thermograms and temperature history in radiometric format
and in absolute value.

IR-SyM allows to customize the time of data
storing depending on the hardware; the system
stores thermograms at a rate of 60 seconds in
absence of alarms, while it is of 5 seconds in
case of exceeded alarm treshold and consequent alert sent to the DCS and to the other
configured channels. Moreover, the software
allows to mask disturbing or irrelevant areas,
in order to bound the measurement to the relevant zone.
Installation characteristics
The system management interface is accessible by the local network or remotely via
VPN and does not require the installation of

Advantages of IR-SyM-TD
Thanks to thermographic control, unlike the solutions provided by thermocouples, it is possible to punctually
monitor wide surface areas, allowing
the geometric identification of overheating and more precise and immediate evaluation and planning of
maintenance activities that have to be
performed.
54907 at www.ien.eu
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any software, thus allowing the technicians to
monitor the process at any time and from any
enabled station. Also the configuration of the
system and of thermocameras is performed
through web interface. The plant has been designed to be installed in hazardous areas with
potentially explosive atmospheres, therefore
for safety purposes the whole equipment has
been designed with the proper Ex certification.
In order to prevent any damage to the instrumentation, since in proximity of the gasifier
during the summer season the temperature exceeds 60°C, it was necessary to design a cooling
system for thermocameras enclosures, which
ensures their correct operation even in critical
environmental conditions.
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Getting a Grasp of Industry 4.0
Digitalisation in practice in Festo products and factories: Eberhard Klotz, Head of the
Industry 4.0 campaign at Festo, explains which digital solutions are already within grasp
and which ones are nearly within reach
This year will be the 8th time that Hannover
Messe is making Industry 4.0 its leading
topic. Eberhard Klotz, Head of the Industry
4.0 campaign at Festo, explains which digital
solutions are already within grasp and which
ones are nearly within reach.
"Industry 4.0 is definitely more than a marketing hype," says Mr Klotz. "It is backed up by
specific projects and products." For example,
Festo is a member of the Industry 4.0 platform and is advising the German government,
developing further and continuing education
concepts and qualification measures for new
career paths, as well as carrying out visionary
research in the Bionic Learning Network with

Way for a secure cloud solution: the
IoT gateway CPX-IoT which will enable
machine and system builders as well as end
customers to significantly improve their
overall equipment effectiveness. (Photo:
Festo AG & Co. KG)

autonomous and self-controlling systems
such as BionicANTs or the prototype of an
interactive, collaborative, pneumatic 7-axis
robot like the BionicCobot.
Industry 4.0 products
Festo is already delivering some real automation technology products for the fourth industrial revolution: integrated drive packages,
modular valve terminals with OPC-UA and IOT
gateways, decentralized CODESYS controls
and autonomous mechatronic subsystems in
IP20 or IP65. In addition, there are apps and
Cloud concepts. The Festo Motion Terminal is
the first automation platform to be built as a
cyber-physical system replacing up to 50 individual pneumatic functions.
Energy management
Festo's new factory building in OstfildernScharnhausen has been designed to meet the
most exacting energy standards: for example,
it has been fitted with solar energy systems
and employs heat recovery concepts. The objective was to make it possible to compare
and network the energy data with the consumption data from all machines.
Festo has equipped the new Scharnhausen
Technology Plant with machines and systems that offer much greater flexibility and
are oriented towards the concept of the
SmartFactoryKL. Result: Changes of batch
within only 13 seconds, thus much faster
than on the previously used machines and
systems which required anything from half
and hour to several hours to achieve the
same thing. This also applies to exchanging individual stations and modular cells,
something which can now be undertaken in
n° 4 - april 2018
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one afternoon rather than in several weeks
or months, or even relocating a system to
another location.
Networking
Festo has equipped many machines with
OPC-UA as the basis for an optimised Kanban
and one-piece-flow concept. If a particular
resource within a multi-stage production sequence fails and this results in a reduction in
the production capacity, all the upstream process steps are automatically throttled back so
as to optimize them to this bottleneck.
In use with the customer
Customer applications in Germany and abroad
reveal the innovative potential of Industry 4.0
worldwide. For example, Festo's customers
are consistently building modular machine
concepts according to the Industry 4.0 approach for the automotive industry and are
saving weeks between the offer and delivery
or are using IP65 controllers from Festo for
automation without control cabinets in order
to offer lower prices.
Other users are overcoming the obstacles
posed by FDA approvals with the revolutionary Festo Motion Terminal, thereby avoiding
the need for batch changes and format changes on manual flow control valves. Others are
considering delegating parts of their preventative maintenance and spare parts business
to Festo via Cloud-based concepts to allow
them to concentrate on their core business
in line with lean management principles – at
the same time as developing a new pricing
model for this.
54847 at www.ien.eu
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Ultrasonic Flow Meter
Based on the Coriolis measuring principle, for low flow rates
Bronkhorst has introduced a unique series of
low-flow mass flow meters and controllers
based on the Coriolis measuring principle, providing high accuracy, fast response and fluid
independence. With the development of the
Bronkhorst® ES-FLOW™ Flow Meter a new Ultrasonic Wave Technology has been added to
our family of flow meters.
Main features and applications
The ES-FLOW™ Ultrasonic Flow Meter from
Bronkhorst was designed to measure tiny volume flows from 4 up to 1500 ml/min with

high precision, high linearity and low pressure
drop, using ultrasound in a small-bore tube.
Liquids can be measured independent of fluid
density, temperature and viscosity. Thanks to
the combination of a straight sensor tube with
zero dead volume the flow meter is self-draining. The orbital TIG-welding alows hygienic
connections so the instrument can be used for
hygienic applications. For non-hygienic applications, the flow meter can also be equipped
with compression type fittings. Wetted parts
are made of stainless steel, the exterior design
is rated to IP67.

User interface
The user interface is a capacitive touchscreen
with a TFT display to operate and readout the
instrument. The on-board PID controller can
be used to drive a control valve or pump, enabling users to establish a complete, compact
control loop.
Fields of application
Typical applications for the new low-flow liquid
flow meters and controllers can be found in
Food, Beverage & Pharma (e.g. additives, sterilisation), Medical and Chemical (e.g. catalysts, reagents) and many other markets which require
precision fluid handling e.g. fuel consumption
measurement and dosing of colorants or lubricants in many industries.
Hall 11, Stand A50
54826 at www.ien.eu
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Miniature Draw Wire Sensor
Micro-Epsilon has launched a new position sensor with non-contact
potentiometer that offers 8 times longer service life
Precision sensor manufacturer Micro-Epsilon has launched a new miniature draw
wire position sensor (string pot, cable transducer) with non-contact potentiometer that
offers a significantly longer service life
compared to a draw wire sensor with conventional analogue hybrid potentiometer.
Main features and applications
The new wireSENSOR WPS-MK88 U45R
miniature draw-wire sensor is specially designed for high volume, mobile applications
such as mobile cranes and elevating work
platforms.
The combination of its size, robustness
and price makes the MK88 series unique,
offering new potentials in design and cost
optimisation. Furthermore, the WPS-MK-88
U45R offers a distinct advantage in terms

of service life due to its non-contact potentiometer. Its service life is approximately
eight times longer than sensors equipped
with conventional analogue hybrid potentiometers. The smallest design in its class,
the WPS-MK88 U45R replaces the conventional, analogue hybrid potentiometer
with a non-contact potentiometer. With
common potentiometers, a sliding contact
(wiper) moves along a resistive element.
Consequently, the wiper quickly wears.
However, the new, non-contact potentiometer is based on magnetic field sensors
that significantly increase its service life. To
date, encoders could extend the service life
of a draw wire sensor, but these are much
more expensive. The WPS-MK88 U45R offers maximum service life with approximately 2 million working cycles. The sen-

sor measures displacement and position of
components and machine parts. Due to its
compact design and low acquisition costs,
the sensor is ideal for OEM applications
and customer-optimised designs. It offers
an unrivalled combination of price and performance, robustness, compact design and
long service life.
High speed machining
Another field of application for the new draw
wire sensor is machine tools, where material must be machined at high cycle rates.
For example, in CNC milling machines, a
raw part is moved for further processing
to a defined position that is measured by
a draw-wire sensor. If the draw-wire sensor operates at 4 cycles per minute, this
equates to 240 cycles per hour, 1920 cycles
per working day and 384,000 cycles per
year. With a conventional potentiometer,
the draw-wire sensor would have been worn
after just eight months. However, the new
draw-wire sensor from Micro-Epsilon operates reliably for more than five years due to
a non-contact potentiometer.
Measuring range
The measuring range of the wireSENSOR
WPS-MK88 U45R is up to 2000mm. Linearity is ± 0.3% FSO. Protection class is to IP65
and the sensors operate in temperatures
from -40°C to +85°C. The sensor’s compactness also enables it to be retrofitted
easily to existing installations or mounted
to small design envelopes where available
space is tight.
54835 at www.ien.eu
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PROGRAMMABLE GRIPPER SWITCHES

SAFETY SWITCHES WITH RFID TECHNOLOGY

For use in potentially explosive atmospheres

Suitable for medium/light applications

SCHUNK is now offering a freely
programmable and universally
applicable magnetic switch with
ATEX certification for device group
II, category 2 for monitoring
gripping systems in potentially
explosive areas. The MMS
22-PI1-EX has a freely programmable switching point and detects
a magnet inside of the actuator. It
can be placed directly in the C-slot of the gripping or rotary
modules. Instead of time-consuming mechanical adjustment of the
switching point, the magnetic sensor can be programmed in just a
few steps. The required magnetic teaching tool is included in the
scope of delivery. An optional plug-in teaching tool is also
available. The corresponding switching condition is indicated on an
LED display. Thanks to the standard plug connector, the sensor can
be easily connected with standardized cables. Adjustable
hysteresis of the sensor makes reliable position monitoring
possible even with very small strokes. This makes improved
analysis and control of the entire gripping process possible. In
addition, the gripper can be used to differentiate between
workpieces of different sizes. The switch is suitable for Schunk's
ATEX-compliant 2-finger parallel, 3-finger centric grippers and
SRU-plus universal swivel units.

Pizzato Elettrica has presented the
new NS series safety switches with
solenoid and RFID technology. The
new NS series combines all the
knowledge and innovations developed
by Pizzato Elettrica over more than
thirty years of experience in the field
of industrial safety. It is today's
spearhead of this sector. The NS series
switches have a technopolymer body
and are suitable for medium/light
applications. The main features of the new NS series: contactless
activation by means of the RFID technology; maximum safety with
one device only: the NS series switches make it possible to obtain
circuits with the highest safety level PLe and SIL3, installing only
one device on the protection; large centering hole: the switch is
equipped with a large hole for centering the actuator's pin. This
solution makes it easier to align the actuator and the hole on the
head of the switch during the assembly phase. Ideal for off-axis
doors; steerable and not detachable head and devices: the top
module of the switch, which incorporates the release devices, and
the lower module, which includes the connection outputs, are
steerable and non detachable. The modules can be rotated in 90°
steps, thus obtaining different combinations with the same item;
protection degree IP67 and IP69K.

54894 at www.ien.eu
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OEM SYRINGE PUMP
Allows ultra-precise metering of fluids
With its OEM syringe
pump, Spetec presents a
pump that permits
ultra-precise metering of
fluids in the range of
microliters and
nanoliters. The pump is
adapted to suit the
application in hand and
is suitable for installation in the devices into which the fluids are
to be fed. This could be for the purpose of analysis or filling or the
addition of reagents. The stepper motor is coupled directly to the
drive spindle, i.e. without gearing. This reduces mechanical play to
a minimum. As a result, there is a direct correlation between the
impulse applied and the delivery of the fluid. The value specified
corresponds exactly to the absolute quantity to be delivered. The
Spetec syringe pumps are remarkable for their high resolution of
25,600 steps per revolution and the barely discernible individual
steps as the pump moves. A variety of precision syringes are
employed for mixing or metering, but simple plastic syringes can
also be used. Depending on the size and diameter of the employed
syringe, the total amount delivered per minute can be adjusted
between 0.5 and 44 nl. The pump can be operated in the context of
an integrated system. Our in-house design department adapts the
pump to match the customer's needs.
54823 at www.ien.eu
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Technical Article

Attachment Chain
to Build Tailored Systems
Engineers have the freedom to build tailored systems that precisely meet
the needs of the application with Tsubaki’s attachment chain
Attachment chain is one of the unsung
heroes of the industrial world, being critical to the movement of a diverse range
of products along the production line.
From the food and beverage sector to
pharmaceuticals, and from packaging
to automotive parts production, attachment chain is critical to the efficiency
and reliability of the production line.
Selecting from a range of standard and
custom attachments allows the chain to
be customised to the precise needs of
the conveying application. With regard to
maintenance or overhaul of attachment
chain, factors such as installation time,
maintenance activities and the shorter lifespan of a budget chain all impact on total cost
of ownership, quickly adding up to significantly
increased MRO costs. With its history of innovation, Tsubaki's argument has always been that
attachment chain should be regarded as much
more than a commodity product, with a correctly specified and well engineered attachment
chain solution adding value to the conveying
application.
The characteristics of the conveyed materials
and the working environment are different for
each application. Because Tsubaki's attachment chain is available with the same added
value and solution providing features as its drive
chain, engineers have the freedom to build tailored systems that precisely meet the needs of
the application. For example, the food industry typically requires corrosion resistant parts,
which can be provided by the Tsubaki Neptune
series for carbon steel chains, or fully stainless
steel chains and attachments where required.
Where a maintenance-free solution is important, Tsubaki's Lambda range is also available

fittings to be attached between two (or
more) parallel chains. This type of attachment is often used when cross rods with
larger diameters than the maximum applicable diameters of a hollow pin chains
are used. For single pitch chains, many
of these attachments are also available
with W designations, where the width is
equal to the width of the link plate.

with a wide range of attachments, eliminating
the need for re-lubrication and contamination
risks to finished products.
Attachments and variants
Attachments are available for both single and
double pitch chains. The A attachment is the
most commonly used, having a folded link
plate that extends out on one side of the chain,
forming an L shape. When A attachments are
installed on both sides of the chain, they form a
K attachment. Slats or jigs can then be installed
over the chain. Consideration should be given to
the attachment interval, the width and rigidity
of the slats, Tsubaki offer a full technical support
service, that can help select the best chain for
the application. Variants of the A and K attachments are the SA and SK, where the link plate
is extended. The D attachment is an extended
chain pin where components such as trays,
cross bars, and other fittings can be connected
to the chain to convey products. The extended
pins are subjected to bending and shearing
forces. With the GK-1 attachments, a hole is
added to the centre of both link plates, enabling
n° 4 - april 2018
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Extended range of standard
components and different applications
Tsubaki stocks an extended range of
standard components and offers a build
to order service. As a leading innovator
in attachment chain, when starting with a completely new design Tsubaki can tailor make an
attachment chain in any specification, including
custom manufactured attachments. Special designs might include specific dimensions, such
as non-standard assembly holes. Further, in addition to its standard attachment chain, Tsubaki
has recognised the individual requirements of
different applications with a number of specialty attachment chain options. For example,
there are specially tailored chains for applications such as can processing and book binding.
The packaging sector can take advantage of
flat-topped chain, thermoforming gripper chain
or special extended pins. For tray packing applications in the beverage industry where machines require pushers to be fitted to the transport chain, Tsubaki has developed a bespoke
solution in which the attachments are mounted
by an engineered extended pin whilst bringing
lubrication free advantages, reducing wear and
contamination.
54839 at www.ien.eu
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APPLICATION STORY

Condition monitoring
in steel tube production
FAG SmartCheck units for gearboxes from Schaeffler provide six-figure savings
in six months for steel tube producer Welded Tube
Welded Tube of Canada is a leading producer of steel tube and pipe
with an annual production capacity of 700,000 tonnes. Founded in
1970, the company has 700 employees and is headquartered in Concord, Ontario, Canada. Welded Tube owns and operates five manufacturing and finishing plants in Canada and the US, which serve the
needs of the North American market.
Challenge for Schaeffler
Welded Tube’s metal tube forming line in Concord comprises of four
sections: forming, finishing, sizing and squaring. In the first three
sections, only one electric motor drives three to four gearboxes. The
forming line manufactures tube on a continuous basis. Therefore, if
a gear stops turning or a gearbox fails, the whole production line
comes to a standstill. This is particularly true of the large, costly
brass worm gears on the 13 tube forming gearboxes. If these gears
are damaged or fail, the subsequent costs of unplanned downtime is
extremely high.
Welded Tube therefore decided to introduce a predictive maintenance regime at Concord. This would increase gearbox availability

A damaged brass worm gear from the production line in Concord,
Canada

and achieve extended lead times for gearbox spare parts. The main
requirement was to introduce a cost-effective condition monitoring
solution with reduced cabling effort, which could also be used on
standard double output drives.
The decision to implement a system based on FAG SmartCheck units
from Schaeffler paid for itself as soon as the first unplanned downtime was prevented. Furthermore, the company saved a six-figure
sum (approx. 126,000 euros) after just six months.

Welded Tube of Canada: condition monitoring using FAG
SmartChecks has prevented unplanned production downtime

Condition monitoring solution
The solution recommended by Schaeffler was to continuously monitor the condition of all gearbox shafts and gearbox bearings, as well
as the brass worm gears. This was implemented by installing 13 FAG
SmartCheck units to monitor gearbox vibrations from the 13 tube
forming gearboxes.
An FAG SmartController was also installed, which acts as a bi-directional gateway between the customer’s control system and the
sensors. Both the signal routing and the power supply (Power-overn° 4 - april 2018
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MP600 Serie

2 in 1 Mechanical Position Sensor

Two contacts in user selectable distance allow
detection of two positions with high accuracy.
Applications:
Brake AND wear control
of brakes

Home AND overrun position
detection of a movement

High AND low limit control

Many others

of a process

Contact 1

Contact 2

User defined End position
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FAG SmartCheck makes condition monitoring simple and reliable
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Ethernet) for each FAG SmartCheck unit were implemented using a
single Ethernet cable, while the production facility and monitoring
office were linked wirelessly using a WiFi router.
Due to their complex gear ratio, the brass worm gears are technically
very difficult to monitor. However, FAG SmartCheck units feature
special frequency-selective component specifications and a “track
frequency band” template, which means they are more than a match
for these complex requirements and are suitable for both standard
and special gearboxes.
Significant cost savings
Investing in condition monitoring solutions based on FAG SmartCheck units often pays for itself within a short period of time by
helping to prevent unplanned downtimes and their subsequent costs.
Shortly after being put into service at Concord, the FAG SmartCheck
devices proved their reliability by identifying high vibrations on various gearboxes. In just six months, Welded Tube’s maintenance team
detected three brass worm gear failures at an early stage. This information was particularly important, as gearbox spare parts were only
available on long lead times.
Welded Tube is so satisfied with the condition monitoring solution
and services provided by Schaeffler that it has now also switched to
sourcing bearings from Schaeffler. Furthermore, the company plans
to install additional FAG SmartCheck units at two further Welded
Tube plants in Welland (Canada) and Buffalo (USA).
54828 at www.ien.eu
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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Smart Automation
and Smart Services
Baumüller experts show the advantages of simulations, wizardguided
commissioning, predictive maintenance and intelligent process monitoring
Baumüller, will present its wide range of Industry 4.0 solutions at the Hannover Messe
from April 23-27, 2018. In hall 14, stand H12,
the experts will use demonstrative exhibits
to show the advantages of simulations, wizardguided commissioning, predictive maintenance and intelligent process monitoring.
At this year’s Hannover Messe, in addition to
systems and components, Baumüller will present a wide range of services, covering consultation and engineering services for mechanical
engineering and machine operators, as well as
complete service throughout the entire life cycle of machines and systems with its different
subsidiaries. In this way, visitors to the trade
fair stand can find out about the design of new
drive systems and the optimization of existing
drive systems as well as learn about the wide
range of training sessions on offer and the latest tools and software solutions. In addition,
experts will present current service concepts
from the field of Industry 4.0.
Modular Design for More Flexibility
At the trade fair stand, Baumüller will show
live how to optimally link individual production processes with the right interfaces. Using
the example of an interlinked system, Baumüller will show how machines can be coupled so
that several steps occur in one process. The
automation specialist equips entire machine
modules, from the motor to the software,
which can then be linked to each other via
suitable interfaces or that can be integrated
into existing systems. The modular structure
also continues in the software. Users can acquire individual pre-programmed functional
modules or entire modular libraries containing
validated modules, thereby shortening devel-

opment times and increasing the quality of
the software. The commissioning wizard is particularly user friendly in the software area. This
quickly and intuitively guides the user through
the individual commissioning steps, such as
the commissioning of servo pumps in the injection molding area. Users therefore benefit
from a quick commissioning with a lower probability of errors.
Optimized Time-to-Market 			
with the Digital Twin
Mechanical engineers and users can shorten
development times and optimize existing systems with the latest simulation services and
component models from Baumüller. Using
a so-called digital twin, the machine performance can already be predicted in the design
process. In this way, the machine’s behavior
during operation can already be tested prior
to commissioning and errors can be detected

BAUDIS IoT: The system for process
optimization and predictive maintenance,
creates a significantly high added value due
to big data analysis
n° 4 - april 2018
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and rectified at an early stage. Mechanical engineers also receive all of the required project
data about the drive train already at an early
stage of the development process and can thus
design it accordingly. This shortens the commissioning times and the probability of errors
is greatly reduced. In addition, this eliminates
preliminary commissioning at the mechanical
engineer's location and the machines can be
set up directly at the customer's location.
The new virtual models can not only be used
to design drive systems, but they can also be
used to optimize existing systems. Potential
for improvement can be identified and tested
in the simulation.
Smart Services for Product Optimization
Baumüller is presenting additional innovations in the smart services sector. With BAUDIS IoT, the automation specialist is exhibiting an intelligent solution for optimizing
processes and for continuously monitoring
components and machine states. BAUDIS IoT
collects and analyzes data, which is then recorded, archived and evaluated on site by the
operator or via a cloud at the company headquarters or at an external service provider location. This data is analyzed using algorithms,
which are constantly evolving and thereby
becoming more intelligent, in order to then
be able to issue useful recommendations for
process optimization or maintenance activities to the machine operator. BAUDIS IoT is
manufacturer-independent and can be retrofitted at any time. It uses big data to improve
processes and prevents long downtimes and
unexpected service cases.
54877 at www.ien.eu
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Humidity Transmitters
with Ethernet Interface
The EE310 and EE360 industrial transmitters
from E+E Elektronik can now be integrated
into a network via Ethernet interface
Beside the RS485 interface with Modbus RTU
protocol, the EE310 humidity and temperature transmitter and the EE360 moisture in oil
transmitter from E+E Elektronik now feature an
Ethernet interface with Modbus TCP protocol.
The EE310 and EE360 represent the latest generation of industrial transmitters from the Austrian sensor specialist E+E Elektronik. A multifunctional 3.5" TFT colour display provides a
comprehensive overview of the measurement
task and allows the user to perform all settings
directly on the device. An integrated data logger stores up to 20,000 values per measurand.
Ethernet and RS485 Interfaces
As a standard, the measured data is available
on two voltage or current outputs. The devices
can be optionally fitted with an RS485 module
with Modbus RTU protocol or with an Ethernet
module with Modbus TCP protocol. The interface settings can be performed with a PC using
the free configuration software or directly on
the device via display and push buttons. The

Ethernet module features Power over Ethernet
(PoE) and an IP65 rated RJ45 connector. Both
interface modules are available also for retrofitting.
EE310 Humidity and Temperature Transmitter
The EE310 measures relative humidity and
temperature and calculates dew point temperature, frost point temperature, wet-bulb
temperature, water vapour partial pressure,
mixing ratio, absolute humidity and specific
enthalpy. The transmitter is available for wall
or duct mount, as well as with remote probes.
The probes can be employed up to 180 °C (356
°F) and 20 bars (290 psi). Pluggable probe versions allow for quick and easy replacement.
EE360 Moisture in Oil Transmitter
The EE360 is dedicated for monitoring the
moisture content in hydraulic, lubrication
and insulation oils as well as diesel fuel. The
device measures water activity (aw) and temperature (T) and calculates the absolute water
content (x) in ppm. The stainless-steel probe
can be installed into the process with an ISO
or NPT slide fitting, which facilitates the accurate control of the immersion depth. Using the
optional ball valve, the probe can be mounted
or removed even without process interruption.
Service-Friendly Design
The modular IP65 enclosure facilitates installation and maintenance. The active part of the
device, which accommodates the electronics
and the probe, can be replaced within seconds
while the back cover and the electrical connection remain untouched.

EE360 moisture in oil transmitter with ball
valve mounting set
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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application story

Putting Feeling
to Drugs Safety and Handling
Total traceability extends to packaging as well as product in the rarefied world
of pharmaceuticals. Cap Coder Ltd has adopted a novel torque sensing system
from Sensor Technology as the core of the datalogging capabilities of its bottle
sealing machines
contacted, and design meetings set up.
Mark Ingham of Sensor Technology takes up
the story: “Basically we could use TorqSense
‘as is’ for this application; we just needed to
work out mounting arrangements. Similarly,
the associated software was ready to go after a bit of calibration and some front-end
graphics.”

When product integrity is paramount, packaging has a key role to play. It has to be secure enough for protection in all likely scenarios but has to be easy to open in possibly
high-tension situations. When using diagnostic fluids on ill or nervous patients, hospital staff are likely to be feeling the stress
and will not take kindly to bottle tops that
proves difficult to open. However, they will
want them to feel secure enough that they
can be confident of the fluid’s sterility.
Specialist capping machines
To this end specialist capping machines have
been developed by Cap Coder of Oxford,
which not only tighten bottle caps within
precisely defined tolerance but also log every detail of every bottle that is capped by
one of their machines. And they have done
it with a minimum of fuss, using an off-theshelf technology and associated software.
“Our machines are essentially simple,” says
Roger Brown of Cap Coder. “Filled bottles
are presented to a torque head, which
quickly screws on a cap. But the devil is in
the details. A batch size is typically 10,000
bottles, which we have to cap at say one per
second. Every cap has to be done up to the
same torque, and we have to provide proof
of this performance. Sterility has to be ensured – the machine may even be working
in a high vacuum to ensure that no bacteria
or other contaminants are present. Put all of
this together and you end up with a need for
a highly engineered machine.”
Need for traceability
As the need for traceability emerged, Cap
Coder realised that it would have to de-

velop a standard solution, which while not
quite identical for every machine, would be
based on the same technology deployed
in the same way. And because exports are
the lifeblood of such an OEM, flexibility to
meet different counties’ standards had to be
designed in from the outset. Even the largest bottle tops are not that big, so handling
them at the speeds required can appear impossibly fiddly.
“Our philosophy is to have a simply machine
design that avoids extraneous parts,” says
Roger. “This lead us to the idea that we’d
like the torque sensor to be wireless.”
TorqSense from Sensor Technology
Looking at torque sensors available on the
market, one, TorqSense from Sensor Technology in nearby Banbury, stood out as
meeting all criteria: simplicity, robustness,
high speed and wireless. The company was
n° 4 - april 2018
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Key features and operations
The sensors that attracted the attention of
Cap Coder depend for their operation on surface acoustic wave (SAW) transducers. These
transducers comprise two thin metal electrodes, in the form of interlocking “fingers”,
on a piezoelectric substrate such as quartz.
When an RF signal of the correct frequency
is applied to the transducer, surface acoustic
waves are set up, and the transducer behaves
as a resonant circuit. The key feature, however, is that if the substrate is deformed, the
resonant frequency changes. When the transducer is attached to a motor drive shaft, the
deformation of the substrate and hence the
change in resonant frequency is related to the
torque applied to the shaft. In other words,
the transducer, in effect, becomes a frequency-dependent strain gauge. Since the transducers operate at radio frequencies, it is easy
to couple signals to them wirelessly. Hence,
TorqSense sensors that incorporate the SAW
transducer technology can be used on rotating shafts and can provide data continuously
without the need for the inherently unreliable
brushes and slip rings that are often found in
traditional torque measurement systems.
Cap Coder project
With the Cap Coder project, software was reFREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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TorqSense from Sensor Technology meets
all criteria: simplicity, robustness, high
speed and wireless

quired to do two things: run the torque up
to 10kgcm within tolerances of 10 percent,
and record the actual value achieved. This
secures the cap to the bottle at a level of
tightness that will ensure security and sterility yet is at a level that can be opened relatively easily by an adult. The logged values
are saved to a hard drive to provide a perma-

central location. We found a solution to this
complex but critical problem using an out of
the box technology. And what amazes me is
the diversity of other fields in which TorqSense is used - its really any machine with a
rotating shaft.”

nent record for traceability purposes.
Roger explains: “Diagnostic fluids are distributed widely, typically to every hospital in
the country, where they may be stored for
months before use.
Tracing each bottle’s origin would be practically impossible without full records being automatically produced and saved to a

54816 at www.ien.eu
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application story 35
Digitiser
for sub-nanosecond precision
Spectrum’s device is key for world’s highest indoor magnetic
field at University of Tokyo
The International MegaGauss Science Laboratory, part of the Institute
Solid State Physics (ISSP) at the University of Tokyo, is attempting to set
a new world record for the highest ever, indoor magnetic field. To do this,
the ISSP needed to improve the precision of the firing processes with subnanosecond measurements and has installed a Spectrum Instrumentation
digitizer to achieve this. The fields are used to study the physical properties of solid-state materials as they are subjected to ultra-high magnetic
fields and researching new materials and controlling their phase and functionality. The laboratory’s pulse magnets can currently generate up to 87
Tesla (T) by non-destructive methods, and from 100 T up to 760 T by a
destructive process.

tizerNETBOX systems offer significant advantages over other digitizers as
they provide a turnkey solution to multi-channel acquisition. Users can
select the desired number of digitizer channels as well as fundamental
specifications such as the sampling rate, resolution and on-board acquisition memory. The units also come with SBench 6-Pro software that features an easy-to-use, graphical user interface that allows multi-channel
waveform display, data analysis and documentation.
54752 at www.ien.eu

The Challenge
To optimize the magnetic fields generated by the laboratory’s MegaGauss
machine, the trigger events that fire banks of large capacitors have to be
triggered within 10 ns of each other. To achieve this high level of precision,
the trigger signals for each capacitor have to be examined to determine
their key characteristics and timing relationships to ensure optimal firing
every time as the physical parameters of the MegaGauss machine restrict
firing to just a few shots per day. In order to capture and analyze the trigger signals, ISSP required a fully synchronous, 10 channel digitizer system
that delivers a single shot sampling rate in excess of 1 Giga Samples per
second (GS/s). The high sampling rate allows the shape and frequency
content of individual trigger pulses to be revealed, while fully synchronous
sampling ensures inter-channel timing measurements can be consistently
made with sub-nanosecond precision. A further complication is the fact
that the MegaGauss machine generates dangerously high magnetic fields
that are potentially unsafe and can easily interfere with the measuring instrumentation. The measurement system needs to be located in the laboratory while the operator adjusts and monitors the experiments from the
safety of a control. As such, the digitizer system must be able to operate
remotely and controlled over the laboratory’s network.
The Solution
The solution was the DN6.221-12 digitizerNETBOX system from Spectrum
Instrumentation. This unit met all the necessary technical requirements
offering 12 fully synchronous channels, each sampling at 1.25 GS/s. As
digitizerNETBOX units are LXI compliant instruments, they allow full remote control and data transfer over a GBit Ethernet connection. The digiFREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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effective production

Efficient Processes
for Optimal Material Flow
Simulations allow timely response to the challenges
of robotic transport systems
From automotive to food and beverage, from
pharmaceutical to packaging systems - in
nearly all industries, more and more processes
such as the transport of goods, load handling,
picking and assembly have been automated.
Innovative transport robotics systems ensure
that the right products are transported to the
right place at the right time. Modern Automated
Guided Vehicle systems (AGV) perform this task
quick and reliable. But how can such a concept
be optimally planned? Numerous factors, such
as traffic tracks, the number of vehicles, system
cycle times and many others must be brought
together and coordinated perfectly in order to

Perfect planned with the help of simulations:
Transport robotics concepts for materials
handling and storage systems
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create an efficient system that delivers the desired performance. So, it is worthwhile to enlist
the support of experts.
E&K Automation GmbH with its headquarters
in Rosengarten in Lower Saxony, Germany, and
with its about 180 employees worldwide specialises in the automatization of materials handling and storage systems with their state-of the
art transport robots technology. The company,
which is one of the leading AGV and transport
robots suppliers on the European market, develops intelligent and efficient transport solutions for a wide range of transport tasks. More
and more customers rely on the long lasting
experience of the specialists at EK Automation
and demand for an individual concept on behalf
of the simulations - another big business field
of the company. Simulation means to create a
2D or 3D model of the customer’s facilities, in
which many different processes are visualised
and simulated - always in order to get the optimal solution and to detect potential problems
in advance. This makes it possible to customise the transport concept exactly according to
building surroundings and to achieve maximum
productivity - and to prevent costly “surprises”
due to bad planning. How the expert simulation team works in these projects is explained
by Florian Johannsen, Team Leader Consulting
& Simulation at E&K Automation GmbH: “We
use Tecnomatix Plant Simulation from Siemens,
a special simulation software for creating such
models. On the basis of this software, we developed a special modular system for fast and
effective visualisation of many different processes.” For a 2D or 3D simulation, the experts
at EK Automation are in need of very exact layout data, such as blueprints of the facilities, the
location and dimensions of systems, shelves,

etc. This data will be matched together with the
data for the desired Automated Guided Vehicles
(AGV) designed by EK Automation, with the
data of the company processes’ and the data of
the required transport tasks. Further important
information includes transport flows and their
fluctuations throughout the day. Buffer sizes
and machine behaviour in adjacent areas are
also taken into account. A 2D or 3D model is
then created on the basis of this information. “In
our planning, the layout data has to be accurate
down to the centimetre; deviations would cause
problems. The more exact the data we work with
are, the more reliable are the final results,” emphasises Florian Johannsen.
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Laser scanner measurements 			
for exact data material
Sometime it could happen that the existing
documents are not usable - for example, if blueprints from an older production building are not
accurate - EK Automation meanwhile offers the
service of measuring the facilities down to the
millimetre. “For this purpose we use a special
laser scanner,” Florian Johannsen explains. The
state-of-the-art 3D laser scanner allows us to
measure the entire visible environment of a
room and to visualise it in a three-dimensional digital model. Numerous single scans are
combined to create a so-called point cloud of
a room, which shows the exact layout of the
measured objects. The experts at EK Automation use this data to create an overall model of
the room in 2D or 3D view on the computer. This
method enables the documentation of the interiors of large and complex buildings with high
precision. Non-contact measurement of shapes
and distances even makes it possible to measure remote areas that are difficult to access.
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The collected data, such as lengths, dimensions
of walls, passageways, windows or doors, and
many other specifications, are then available
“on click” for creating simulations and for a future implementation of the transport robotics
concepts. In the numerous possibilities that are
analysed by using the model, there are two major unknown facts that can only be determined
on behalf of the simulation: the empty runs of
the transport vehicles and the potential traffic
jams. The simulation’s purpose is to identify
and minimise these factors. Furthermore, the
visualisation of natural fluctuations can be
only seen via the simulation. So very often it
is necessary to consider other factors that have
little or nothing to do with the actual transport
system and that affect the entire material flow
process, such as the cycle time of the systems,
the speed or the buffer capacity of the conveyor belts. When planning a new system, the
simulation makes it possible to compare different concepts and to develop diverse transport
strategies. But simulations are also used for
existing systems. For example, that makes it
possible to determine exactly where to look for
the bottlenecks in the system.
Early identification of planning risks
The special strength of the simulation is the
ability to visualise processes in fast motion
from a bird’s eye view: Even non-experts can
easily understand complicated transport tasks
if the analysis of the processes is monitored at
50 to 100 times speed. That fact facilitates cooperation and understanding between the specialists and their customers. “In close cooperation with our clients we can use this system to
analyse bottlenecks and optimise batch sizes

The 3D model created by EK Automation makes it possible to try out different transport
strategies
as well as the sequences of orders. It is also
possible to identify the limits of a system in
the case of extension plans. Users learn whether the implementation of a desired system can
be realised with only minimal modifications or
whether more extensive measurements must
be undertaken. It is also possible to check different transport strategies. In addition, our customers use the simulation if they want to make
sure that the transport processes will still operate after a system alteration,” the expert explains. He adds: “Of course, it is best to create
the simulation as early as possible. Because a
concept for such an AGV system affects many
sectors - from shelf suppliers to machine manufacturers. If everything is coordinated down to
the last detail, the material flow will work optimally. It is therefore possible to make corrections at many points before unnecessary costs

may arise due to a bad planning.”
Since 2014 the simulation team at EK Automation has already implemented more than
60 projects, each within a period of one to ten
weeks, depending on the complexity. Once a
simulation model has been created for the client, it is a versatile tool that can be used for future optimisation of the set-up sequence in systems. Arla Foods in UK, the biggest global dairy
manufacturer, even invested in its own licenses
for the software. The specialists in Rosengarten
customised the simulation for the manufacturer’s plant in England so that the company’s
employees - trained by the EK simulation team
- can try out how the transport system reacts up
to changes in specific data of the highly coordinated material flow process.
54900 at www.ien.eu

When colour
is a value
The ELESA standard in your favourite COLOUR

54602 at www.ien.eu

The use of colour offers a perfect aesthetic compatibility between machine / component,
enhancing the perception of the value and quality. Colour allows a better differentiation of
different machine functions, contributing to the benefit of the safety.
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SCREW DRIVEN LINEAR STAGES

ABSOLUTE SINGLETURN ENCODER

Crossed-roller bearings for precision and flexibility

Used in gearless motors and servomotors

With travel lengths to 250 mm
and anti-creep crossed-roller
bearings, plus optional centermounted linear encoder for direct
feedback, the versatile features
and options of Aerotech´s ATX
series linear positioning stages
enable convenient integration
into larger machines or use as stand-alone positioning axes.
Vacuum and cleanroom-compatible versions are available and
ThermoComp ensures reliable performance in changing environments. Featuring anti-creep crossed-roller bearings and a
precision-ground, fine-pitch ball-screw, the ATX series boasts
excellent geometric performance and minimal angular error
motion. With up to 250 mm of nominal travel, these linear stages
offer superior minimum incremental step size and in-position
stability compared to other stages that utilize recirculating ball
bearings. This makes the ATX series ideal for high-precision tasks
such as vertical positioning of sensors and cameras, optics
focusing, and beamline measurement and manipulation
applications. ATX stages offer an integral center-mounted linear
encoder to provide direct position measurement at the stage´s
moving carriage. The typical effects of backlash commonly
associated with screw drives are virtually eliminated when using
the linear encoder as a position feedback device.

ASB62 is the absolute singleturn
encoder from Lika for position
and speed feedback on gearless
motors and servomotors. It is
designed to be perfectly
integrated into motor housings. It
has a space-saving low profile
and is equipped with a 9.25-mm
diameter 1:10 tapered solid shaft.
ASB62 absolute encoder is ideal
for high-precision direct coupling
in constricted spaces and guarantees an absolutely backlash-free
and torsionally rigid mating for increased mechanical and electrical
performances. Furthermore, the expansion flange makes
installation and fastening very easy and functional. The range of
the operating temperature is extended to -40°C +100°C (-40°F
+212°F), the protection rate is IP40. ASB62 offers 20bit singleturn
resolution and implements SSI and BISS C-mode interfaces. It
further provides an additional incremental track (2,048 1Vpp
Sine-Cosine signals per turn) for accurate rotor speed control.
ASB62 absolute singleturn encoder from Lika is also ideally suited
for elevators and good lifts. Find out more about ASB62 absolute
encoder and the wide range of motor feedback solutions from Lika
Electronic at Hannover Messe, 23 to 27 April 2018, Hall 9 Booth
H77.
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MINIATURE DRIVES WITH BISS

FAST HIGH-LOAD BALL SCREWS

Digital interface for miniaturisation and robustness

Small dimensions for dynamic performance

The bidirectional sensor interface
BiSS has established itself as a
global open-source standard in
the field of drive technology. The
range spans from motor feedback
and servo drives to motion controllers and position encoders as
well as manufacturing robotics
and CNC machines. FAULHABER
has been actively involved with
the open-source interface since the beginning. As a digital and
bidirectional interface, BiSS offers numerous advantages for absolute measurement systems: with its high transfer rate, it is ideally
suited for dynamic axes with high accelerations and for uniform
speed control with high positioning accuracy. Because the BiSS
interface transfers the interface signals differentially, a high
transfer reliability is achieved. Furthermore, the standardised interface can be implemented cost-effectively in applications because
there are no licensing fees. Also decisive for the manufacturer of
microdrives is the fact that the compact chips can easily be integrated, even with miniaturised absolute encoders. For the future,
the new BiSS Line in 1-Cable-Technology offers further potential
for miniaturisation. With this, only 2 instead of 8 signals are
needed for the sensor interface, and data from other sensors, such
as from integrated temperature sensors, can also be transferred.

With linear speeds of up to 3
m/s, NSK is introducing a very
fast high-load ball screw. The
latest additions to the HTF-SRE
and HTF-SRD series mean that
the clamping and dynamic axes
of all-electric plastic injection
moulding machines can now
benefit from faster acceleration
and higher final speed. In the
HTF-SRE series, NSK previously
only offered relatively large spindle diameters of 140 to 200 mm.
Now, for the latest injection moulding machines with very high
dynamic performance requirements, small and medium diameters
(starting from 50 mm) have been added to the range. In addition,
the series now features nuts that are far more compact, with outer
dimensions compatible with those of the HTF-SRC series, which are
already used in numerous machines around the world. In a further
development from NSK, the company´s HTF-SRD series, which is
ideal for the clamping units of plastic injection moulding
machines, has been expanded with versions featuring larger leads.
Machinery designers can now utilise high-load ball screws with top
feed speeds of 2 to 3 m/s, which in turn allows end users to
benefit from shorter cycle times and increased productivity.
Another positive effect is notably reduced noise levels.
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IP 65 ELECTRICAL ACTUATORS

STEPPER DRIVE FOR HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS

For maintenance free use in a wide field of applications

Certification for North America, Europe & the Middle East

The actuators in Warner's
product range are wide range
of applications. The actuators offer load capacities
from 25 lbs at 1.75 in/sec to
2,200 lbs at 0.5 in/sec;
though these limits can be
extended when required by
the customer. They are
designed so that they do not require any maintenance; this means
that once an actuator is installed, it can be relied upon to provide
smooth service over a long operating period. All of the actuators
have ingress protection to IP65. The flexibility in design means
that the company can modify its actuators in accordance with
individual customer specifications. Available features include
adjustable end limit switches, pin-to-pin lengths and stroke
lengths, special end fittings and mounting configurations, special
paints and motor lead wire lengths and connectors. With such a
large range of actuators and available modifications Warner can
provide a product which is perfect for each individual application.
The actuators are suitable for use in many industry sectors,
including Transportation, Marine and Mining. Also available from
Warner Linear is a full range of actuator controls. The actuator
controls range from simple-to-use switch box controls, to
state-of-the-art microprocessor based digital electronic controls.

Applied Motion offers the first step
motor drive internationally certified
for use in hazardous locations. The
HazLoc Step Motor Drive is
approved for use in hazardous
industrial applications throughout
the USA, Canada, Europe and the
Middle East. Addressing the need
for step motors in hazardous
locations in the oil, gas, paint, and
printing industries, the STAC6-Q-H
operates in environments where flammable gases, vapors or liquids
may be present in the air in quantities to produce explosive or
ignitable mixtures. Powered by single-phase 120 VAC that generates a nominal 160 VDC internal bus, the drive provides superior
performance when paired with high-quality NEMA 23, 24, 34 or 42
frame step motors. An advanced anti-resonance algorithm ensures
optimal torque over a wide speed range, while microstepping to
51,200 steps/rev provides for smooth, high-resolution positioning.
An encoder feedback option is available for enhanced system
accuracy using Applied Motion's proprietary Stall Detection and
Stall Prevention features. The drive is capable of running stored
programs created with Applied Motion's Q programming language,
and has sufficient input/output signals to connect to multiple
external devices or sensors.
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ELECTROHYDRAULIC CYLINDER WITH SENSOR

H A N D L I N G

Eaton has announced the launch
of a new electrohydraulic cylinder
featuring valve integration. The
new product comprises a highperformance industrial cylinder,
precision feedback transducer and
control valve in one package to
create a single-source solution
which offers significant cost
savings over custom assemblies.
The new cylinder is a complete system with the customer's valve
of choice pre-mounted on the cylinder. By eliminating the need for
separate manifolds, plumbing between control valves and cylinders, transducer mounting brackets and other complex arrangements customers profit from reduced complexity and cost. Eaton
electrohydraulic cylinders are offered in NFPA tie rod, mill duty,
welded or threaded styles, and are available with a range of
mountings, bore sizes and rod diameters. An Eaton proportional,
servo, directional control or programmable AxisPro valve for
avoidance of repetitive set-ups can be mounted onto the configured cylinder and adjusted to customer specifications. The programmable motion control enables faster cycles than conventional
hydraulic circuitry and and helps increasing the production. The
cylinders are available with bore sizes from 1.5" - 8" (38.1 - 203.2
mm) and stroke length between 0" - 99" (0 - 2514.6 mm).

FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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M E C H A T R O N I C S

I N D U S T R Y

Direct valve integration for industrial applications
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P L A S T I C S

S E N S O R S

4 . 0

Collaborative Applications
Gimatic electric grippers are connected to the
wrist of the robot.
Thanks to the protection cover, to the gripping
fingers and to the CAPBOX device, the system
results perfectly integrated.

www.gimatic.com
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Permanent Magnet Motor Saves
Money for Fish Feed Producer
Change in Production saves at least 135,000 kWh per year
and increases availability of machines
A Denmark-based specialist in aquafeed production has replaced an ageing, damaged DC
motor on its principal extruder with a Dyneo
motor from Leroy-Somer, part of the Nidec
group. The investment is providing the company with significant annual savings in energy
costs. Aquaculture, more commonly known as
fish farming, is a rapidly growing sector. Companies such as Aller Aqua, which produces
both freshwater and saltwater fish feed, is constantly looking for ways to improve its production technology and processes to benefit from
this growth. Operating from headquarters at
Christiansfeld, near Kolding, Denmark, Aller
Aqua has been established for over 50 years
and today has factories in Denmark, Poland,
Germany and Egypt, exporting products to
more than 60 countries worldwide.
Replacement for extruder
The company has a broad product range,

consisting of feed for 30 species of fish. As a
result, production schedules are demanding,
which is why the company sought to maximise its potential gains when the DC motor on one of the company´s main extruders
at Christiansfeld had to be replaced. “Aller
Aqua had a particular interest in energy efficiency for its new motor solution as extruding feed stuff is a very energy-intensive
process” explained Carl Erik Niemann, Sales
Engineer - Drives & Motors Technology at
Nidec Industrial Automation Denmark A/S.
“They knew this would help boost both competitiveness and sustainable development.”
After a comprehensive evaluation of the
market, the company opted for a 310 kW
(2400 rpm) Dyneo permanent magnet synchronous motor. Offering an efficiency level
exceeding IE4 requirements, this option will
enable the saving of at least 135,000 kWh of
electricity per year.

New Dyneo permanent magnet motor in extruder application

54837 at www.ien.eu

Aquaculture is gaining importance in fish production
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Performance and availability
“Beyond energy performance, Aller Aqua is
now able to benefit from significant savings
in maintenance costs, allied to increased
machine availability.” said Mr Niemann.
“The previous DC motor featured a brush
and collector system, which comprised
wear parts.” The implementation of the Dyneo motor also allowed local service center
Ølgod Elektro to simplify the existing installation by eliminating the cooling/ventilation circuit required previously by the
replaced IP23 DC motor.
Part of the Express Availability offer from
Leroy-Somer, Dyneo LSRPM motor is available in a compact or IEC standard version.
The solution is easy to integrate and offers
rapid return on investment - fewer than
three years in the case of Aller Aqua.
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New Ways in IGBT Control:
Electrical Plugging - Optical
Transmission
Industrial drive engineering with its automated manufacturing processes would be
hardly conceivable without electric motors. IGBT semiconductor elements control
powerful electrical drives whose connection is realized by way of polymer optical fibres
for the required isolation. This solution is space-intensive and sensitive, however.
HARTING offers users a new, miniaturized approach here in IGBT control
Authors: Rainer Bussmann and Jonas Diekmann, HARTING Electronics

The power consumption of the electric motors used as a drive technology can reach several kW or even MW. At constant speeds, their
control technology is relatively simple. But the motor speed often
needs to be adjustable, which makes the whole thing more complicated immediately.
In the higher power classes such as traction control in trains or ship
propulsion systems, the speed is controlled by way of IGBT semiconductors. These are able to switch great loads with very little driving power. The signals required for IGBT control are transmitted by
means of polymer optical fibres (POF) because the isolation and voltage requirements to be met are very high. Six IGBT driver boards are
currently required per phase 2 to control a three-phase motor. The PO
fibres meanwhile realize interference-free and electrically isolated
signal transmission.
Especially where locomotives are concerned, IGBTs are provided redundantly so that the controller board can transfer the function to
the redundant component and ensure the functionality of the system

if an IGBT fails. This is attended by a doubling of the optical transmission distances. The connection between the controller and driver
board meanwhile used to be provided by individual fibres in the past.
The electro-optical signal conversion takes place in the transceivers
of the circuit board, with optical contacts establishing the connection to the fibres. Every optical fibre has an individual port with the
transceiver in it on the driver board as well as the controller board.
This previous solution meant that all the sending and receiv-ing elements took up a lot of space on the controller board, which made the
board unnecessarily large.
Another disadvantage is the fact that the various PO-fibres need to
be plugged in at the right places in service calls and in their installation, as every fibre needs to be connected to the driver board and
controller board individually. This alignment needs to be done attentively and takes some time and care. The sender and receiver must
not be mixed up for correct operation. To guarantee the quality of the
fibre end surface, the cables used are prefabricated, and can also be
individually installed by the user on site.
The customarily used optical elements were basically developed for
industrial applications with expanded temperature ranges and increased vibrations, but only offer the fibres a simple strain relief.
What is also important is that the optical interface needs to be consistently protected from soiling. This even makes protective covers
necessary in an unplugged state.
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Jonas Diekmann, Special Editor, HARTING
Electronics

Post-hoc equipment of the controller board with optical elements is
also impossible as they are not reflow-capable at this point in time.
So if a transceiver breaks, one had to disconnect, replace and reconnect the entire board with all its contacts in the past, which was in
turn at-tended by additional costs and labour.
In cooperation with established rail vehicle manufacturers, HARTING
has developed the solution of a transmission principle that involves
relocating the controller board's transceivers to a pluggable module
and thus integrates the optical interface true to the motto "electrical
plug-ging and optical transmission".
For the electrical plugging and system housing, HARTING relies on
solutions from the DIN 41612 range. The DIN housing is made from
die-cast zinc and meets the railway market's increased requirements
for robustness and EMC. It offers the possibility to run the cables
straight or angled, and thus integrates an optimal kink-protection
and strain relief for the fibres. In addition, the circuit board in the
DIN housing is able to accommodate series resistors and decoupling
capacitors as required for error-free control of the optical elements
and for excluding interferences. The electrical contacts in the DIN
41612 range are also resistant to micro-vibration wear and thus even
tested and approved for railway applications.
The active-optical POF module enables the client to connect up to 16
optical channels at the same time on the smallest assembly space.
Installation and service can be simplified and abridged as a consequence. HARTING furthermore offers its clients customized systems
that are designed and tested in keeping with their requirements. The
integration of the optical interfaces in a quickly replaceable plug-in
connector additionally makes servicing the controller boards used
faster, easier and cheaper. The system furthermore supports data
rates of up to 50 Mbit/s, which will normally not be required, however, thanks to the high edge steepness of the sender elements used.
3.3 and 5 volts are both available as supply voltages here.
In the first step, the new DIN connections will only be installed in the
controller boards. The IGBT driver boards will remain unchanged for
now to enable an easy transition to the new system. Thanks to this
incremental approach, not all the required components will need to
be adapted immediately. But the applied principle can be transferred
from the controller board to the IGBT driver board in future, also enFREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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abling the realization of bi-directional optical plugging and electric
transmission there by way of a compact D-sub housing. The result
would be the creation of a bilateral active-optical cable for IGBT control. This way, a robust and service-friendly solution from the railway
sector can also be adapted in industrial applications in the future.
54891 at www.ien.eu

TRC-group srl provides a complete range of
vision and measuring machines in different
sizes and executions to comply with the
increasing demand for control and data
collection in production and quality assurance.

TRC-group products are distributed in Europe by:
TRC-group srl (Italy)
for any inquiry, please contact us at:
e-mail: info@trcgroupsrl.it or Tel. +39 039 2785148
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Rainer Bussmann, Senior Product Manager,
Interface Connectors Fibre Optic / Medical /
har-link, HARTING Electronics
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RELIABLE PROTECTION OF SENSORS

RUGGED AND RELIABLE CONNECTOR SERIES

Potting compound for automotive and power electronics

Design flexibility for signal and power applications

DELO has expanded its product
range by a new potting compound for automotive and power
electronics. DELO-DUOPOX
CR8031 protects electronic components such as sensors even at
high temperatures and is easy to
handle. The two-component epoxy resin shows good adhesion to
various plastics such as PA or ABS. Even with PE, a compression
shear strength of 20 MPa was reached after plasma pretreatment,
although this cheap and resistant plastics is difficult to bond. With
an elongation at tear of 5 %, CR8031 is tough-hard and withstands
perma- nent temperatures of up to 180 °C. Even after 1000 hours
of storage at maximum temperature of use, or at 85 °C and 85 %
humidity, the product's mechanical properties remain unchanged.

TE Connectivity's Dynamic Series
connector solutions designed for
use in high density, signal and
power applications for control
systems are now available in
Europe through TTI, a specialist
distributor of electronic components. In wire-to-board, wire-topanel and wire-to-wire styles and a wide variety of ruggedized
housings, they offer design flexibility for very demanding applications in challenging environments, such as industrial control,
human machine interface (HMI), robotics, data communications,
motion & drives, power distribution, industrial process controls,
factory automation computers, switching power supplies and
others. TE Dynamic Series feature a large, high-performance
contact area that prevents the risk of disconnection over time.
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COMPUTER ACCELERATION CARD

SCALABLE WIDESCREEN HMI SYSTEM

Additional computing power in GPU card format

For use as control system or web terminal

High-performance computing systems are required for CPU-intensive
tasks such as transcoding and data
analysis. Upscaling usually requires
considerably more space and installation effort. But this does not have
to be the case, as ICP Deutschland
shows with the space-saving, scalable and intelligent computer acceleration card Mustang- 200. The
compact dimensions in a handy graphics card format with standardized PCIe x4 connector make it possible to install highly
scalable systems. The PCIe x4, x8 and x16 compatibility of the
Mustang-200 also facilitates retrofitting of existing systems.
Complex tasks can be assigned to individual cards and executed
separately on the integrated embedded Linux OS.

The new HMI from systems score
points for scalability, reliability and
ease of use. Syslogic is now
offering the first 10.1" touch
computer with a 16:10 widescreen
display. The HMI system can be
equipped with different CPUs
depending on its intended use. For control applications requiring a
large amount of power, the HMI systems are equipped with the
trusted Intel Atom BayTrail CPUs (E3845 1.91 GHz). They deliver
high computing power while consuming little energy. Data are
transferred to plants and machines in real time via Industrial
Ethernet. If the panel computer is used as a web terminal, e.g. if a
SPS system is accessed via FTP, it can be equipped with less
powerful platforms such as Raspberry Pi.

54884 at www.ien.eu
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TWO-CHANNEL LOAD MONITORING

UNIVERSAL SAFETY-ENCODER

Space saving unit with only 8.1 mm width

Cost efficient sensor for use in harsh environments

LÜTZE has expanded the successful
LOCC-Box series of intelligent
current control system modules to
include a two-channel version with
unipolar switching. The specific
characteristics desired by the
customer are individually preset as
the factory setting. The new
two-channel box impresses with its
very good price-performance ratio
and can be used in DC 12 V and 24 V circuits. With the new
product current ranges from 1A to 6A can be set in 1A increments.
Status indications for each signal use a green LED (output 1) and a
red LED (output 2) to indicate the connected operating voltage,
load and faults in the load circuit.

Introducing the MH64-II-CAN(MU)
series of multi-turn encoders, FSG
offers compact and cost-efficient
sensors for angle detection in category PLd safety-critical applications.
Enclosed in an aluminum housing,
the device weighs no more than 160
grams. It is equipped with a redundant Hall sensor that can track up to
64 turns. A CAN bus interface supports CANopen and the CANopen
safety protocol for signal output. Featuring internal signal monitoring and error detection, the sensor also qualifies for category PLd
safety-critical applications. Alternatively, the sensor can use a 4 20 mA interface for safety category PLc. The IP67-protected encoder is suitable for ambient temperatures from -30 °C to +80 °C.

54886 at www.ien.eu

54887 at www.ien.eu
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DIN RAIL POWER SUPPLIES

FLEXIBLE PNEUMATIC VALVE ISLAND

With wide input range for harsh industrial environments

Integrated LCD screen for status reports

The MTM Power DIN rail module
HSA50 has been designed as a
universal compact power supply
with AC- (90...264 VAC) and DC
(120...340 VDC) wide input range
for the use under rough environmental conditions. The modules
are available with the single outputs of 12 V, 24 V and 48 V. The
ambient temperature range is -25...+70 °C and the dimensions are
42 x 115 x 75 mm. They comply with protection class II, the Low
Voltage Directive as well as the up-to-date EN standards as regards
CE conformity. Moreover, the modules are VDE as well as UL/cUL,
UL 508 approved. Further to the proven standard features, this
module offers additional technical optimisations for the use in
switching cabinets. The case design enlarges the heat dissipating
surface of the power supply and in combination with the high
efficiency leads to an optimised heat emission and high reliability.
In case of overload, a regulation concept has been used which
ensures a safe start even under most difficult load cases. The
regulation allows a maximum over current of up to 1,6 times of the
nominal current with decreasing output voltage. By this bent
U-I-characteristic curve it is guaranteed that the device is not too
strongly stressed thermally in case of overload and that even with
regularly occurring overloads the life time is not reduced. As a
standard, the output voltage is monitored by a power good signal.

The Type 8652 AirLINE valve
island from Bürkert is designed to
offer simplified integration with
extensive communications
compatibility that includes six
different protocols: PROFIBUS DP,
Industrial Ethernet (PROFINET
I/O, EtherNet IP, Modbus TCP,
EtherCAT) and Bürkert's own CANopen / büS common to its own
devices. This latest innovation combines established technologies
with new functions that reduce commissioning time and improve
process safety. The product is ideally suited to both centralised and
distributed control systems, offering flexible installation and
features that reduce commissioning time. In addition, it simplifies
maintenance and servicing as well as allowing a redundant setup
for critical processes. One of the stand-out features is the new
integrated LCD screen that displays pilot valve status, switching
status of the process valve, current pressure values, a switching
cycle counter as well as a diagnostic report. This simplifies
commissioning and operational maintenance including fault
diagnosis by providing fast status information for remote
components and connections. Further benefits come from the
on-board communications that can use ring networking topology
for a media redundancy protocol (MRP) that ensures continued
operation in the event of a communication node failure.

54879 at www.ien.eu

54881 at www.ien.eu

Smart Data
Acquisition System

for thermal management
in enclosures
DISCOVER
THE NEW DEVICE AT

Parma, 22-24 May 2018

54472 at www.ien.eu
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COMPACT CONTROL HOUSINGS

SUMMATOR FOR ENERGY MONITORING

For customized decentralized operation

Measuring and recording up to 64 channels

For decentralized control
applications, the all-new
"RAFIX in the Box" housing
units give customers maximum
freedom to customize the
number and type of built-in
control components, housing
dimensions, and connectors.
RAFI provides the compact control units pre-assembled and ready
for connection. The powder-coated aluminum die-cast housings are
available in standard dimensions of 57 mm or 82 mm width and
100 mm, 150 mm, or 200 mm length. The slim version takes a
single row of connectors, whereas the wide version can be
equipped in two rows. Customers can choose from the RAFIX 22
FS+ and RAFIX 22 FSR series of control components for their
customized assembly. These products accommodate a housing
height of just 32 mm due to their low mounting depth. Available
actuating elements include illuminated pushbuttons with
protruding or flat bezels, selector switches, key switches and
mushroom pushbuttons, emergency stop buttons, signal indicators,
and potentiometer drives. For use under adverse weather
conditions, exposure to severe mechanical stress, or in extremely
dirty conditions, RAFI recommends the RAFIX 22 FSR series of
heavy-duty control components. Depending on requirements,
RAFIX boxes can also be used as hand-held units.

Gossen Metrawatt has launched
the new, modular SU1604
summator for energy control
systems (ECS). It can be
expanded to up to 64
processing channels. Users can
assign electrically isolated S0 counter inputs for processing
pulse-shaped S0 input signals to individual channels. They can also
choose to assign LON devices, with all the added benefits of this
easy-to-wire, electrically isolated interface featuring polarity
reversal protection. Energy or consumption data are collected in
lockstep with the energy supplier's measurement cycle and added
up over defined time periods and a programmable interval and
saved along with the corresponding maximum values. In addition
to the interval-based data list, up to four recorders with up to 64
channels and different time bases starting from one second can be
defined. Each channel can be parameterized for any measured data
such as analog, power, and consumption values in the interval or
for running totals. Measured data comprise 32-bit float values or
64-bit double values saved to 100 MB of rolling storage space. This
autonomous database for all electrical and non-electrical energy
and consumption data enables visualization, consumption
optimization, and cost-related billing. The summator features an
RS485 and an RS232 interface as well as an Ethernet port for
remote access to device data via TCP/IP.

54892 at www.ien.eu

54893 at www.ien.eu

54929 at www.ien.eu
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PGI FOR MONOCHROME CAMERAS

IIOT GATEWAY FOR MACHINE BUILDERS

Improved Sharpness for faster processing

Remote Access Router in small form factor

Basler is expanding the image
processing options of its ace
camera series for selected models
of the ace U and ace L product
lines. PGI, the unique feature
combination of 5x5 debayering,
color-anti-aliasing, denoising, and
improved sharpness has already simplified color applications in
many areas and even enabled applications that weren't previously
possible. Now an adjusted version of this patented in-camera
image optimization is also available for monochrome cameras. The
PGI features -denoising and improved sharpness - are perfectly
adapted to the demands of monochrome cameras. As a result, raw
images can be used and the maximum sensor speed can be
utilized. Thus, PGI enables quicker image processing.

HMS Industrial Networks announces the release
of its advanced IIoT Gateway and Remote Access
router, eWON Flexy205.The eWON Flexy 205 is a
versatile Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
gateway and remote access router designed for
machine builders. In addition to VPN remote
access with eWON Talk2M remote connectivity
services, it allows you to enable alarm
notifications, machine data reading, historical
logging in order to monitor and collect vital key
performance indicators (KPIs) for analysis and
predictive maintenance. On top of these functionalities, it can be
tailored to meet your specific connectivity needs by adding
extension cards, now or when a future need arises. You can make it
as simple or full-featured as you need it to be.

54896 at www.ien.eu

54897 at www.ien.eu

FLEXIBLE FIELD BUS MODULE

PUSH-IN TERMINAL BLOCKS

Easy individual port parameterization

New slim DIN rail series with easy handling

The Murrelektronik compact field bus
module Impact67 is now also available
with Ethernet/IP and has just gained the
CT14 ODVA (Open DeviceNet Vendors
Associations) certification. Thanks to its full
molded housing, this high-quality module
guarantees high machine and plant
availability. The ports of the Impact67 can
be parameterized as inputs, outputs, and
IO-Link ports, depending on the specific application. This extreme
flexibility comes along with tremendous cost savings since the
number of modules per installation can be reduced to a minimum.
Extensive diagnostic functions and the ability to build a ring
structure further improve the system availability. A simple and
intuitive web interface makes for a quick setup.

With fasis WTP 1.5, Wieland
Electric offers a new series of
DIN rail terminal blocks for
connection cross-sections of up
to 1.5 mm2 . The terminal
blocks set themselves apart
particularly through their slim
construction width of just 3.5
mm and toolless connection with smart Push-In. The smart Push-In
connection reduces the installation time to a minimum. fasis WTP
1.5 are available as feed-through and ground blocks with ratings of
0.14 - 1.5 mm2 , 17.5 A and 500 V. In the coming months, the
series will be expanded to include other terminal block variants.
Wieland Electric is offering different software tools for
planning, configuring and handling of DIN rail terminal blocks.

54898 at www.ien.eu
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54899 at www.ien.eu

Leading the way.
Reinventing positioning.
Revolutionizing safety.
safePXV
SIL 3/PL e Using a Single Sensor
 Absolute positioning with maximum safety
 Highly efficient: absolute positioning using a single

sensor with direct connection to the safety PLC
 Extremely reliable due to unique combination of

2-D camera with Data Matrix code tape

www.pepperl-fuchs.com/safe-positioning

54815 at www.ien.eu
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STANDARD COLOURED COMPONENTS

"ALL-INCLUSIVE" TORQUE TRANSDUCER

Allow a better differentiation of machine functions

Enables demanding static and dynamic measurements

When colour is a
value factor in an
engineer's
equipment design
brief, then Elesa
can now meet
that demand.
Their ELECOLORS
range of industrial
standard
components offers a perfect aesthetic compatibility between the
components and the machines on which they are installed,
enhancing the perception of their value and quality. Furthermore,
Elesa's standard coloured components allows a better
differentiation of different machine functions, contributing to the
benefit of the safety. Among its over 40,000 product codes
available in stock, Elesa offers an extensive selection of standard
components in the ELECOLORS chromatic range: orange, grey,
yellow, blue, red and black. This includes their high-end
handwheels, tubular handles, thumb screws, lobe knobs and
clamping levers. Thanks to Elesa's commitment to offer the highest
quality standards and aesthetics, colours are controlled with
colorimetric spectrodensitometers to ensure maximum colour
consistency and repeatability, both during production and over the
entire lifecycle of the components.

HBM has introduced its
new T21WN torque
transducer. Based on
strain-gauge technology,
the T21WN uses
contactless energy and
measurement signal
transmission to measure
torque. The torque
transducer enables demanding static and dynamic measurements
of torque, rotational speed, and angle of rotation to be performed
on non-rotating as well as rotating components. It is ideal for
laboratory, test shop, and testing applications as well as for use in
production and process monitoring and quality assurance. Apart
from the torque output signal of +/-10 V at nominal (rated) torque,
it also provides a standard frequency output signal of 10 kHz+/- 5
kHz. The T21WN torque transducer is available with nominal (rated)
torques ranging between 0.1 N·m and 200 N·m. The maximum
permissible rotational speed of torque measuring system is up to
20,000 rpm, depending on the measurement range. An integrated
rotational speed/angle of rotation measuring system with 360
pulses per revolution completes the transducer and can be used up
to the specified maximum nominal (rated) rotational speed without
restrictions. The transducer is supplied with the direct voltage of
24 V that is common in test benches.
54857 at www.ien.eu

54856 at www.ien.eu

MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL SPRINGS

INTELLIGENT SENSOR CABLE

Precise, durable, reliable, standard and customised

With SmartCore Technology

The manufacture of
pharmaceutical and
medical products
demands precision,
perfect finish,
durability and
reliability,
standardisation and
customisation. These
are parameters that
Lee Spring can meet daily. Production of springs for this elite
industry sector involves detail consideration of characteristics such
as material parameters, finished spring feel, location within
equipment, e.g. exposure to biological materials, or not. So we can
regard basically 3 areas: 1) Springs for pharmaceutical delivery
systems: syringes, check valves, pill dispensers, pill counters, fluid
control, intravenous valve controls, pharmacy automation,
automated drug management, liquid and dry powder inhalation
devices; 2) Springs for medical devices: surgical tools and
instruments, staple guns, orthopaedic tools, suction lines, catheter
valves, peristaltic pumps, anaesthetic infusion, sterilisation valves,
fluid control valves, sterilisation equipment; 3) Springs for related
devices: shunt valves, wheelchairs, medical instrumentation,
diagnostic devices, centrifuges, testing, monitors and inductors,
booms, lifts, accessories and air flow management systems.

With the new
SmartCore cable,
Leuze electronic
presents an
interesting
highlight at the
Hannover Messe
2018 trade fair especially for applications with moving cables, e.g.,
in robots or with handling axes. The cable contains an additional,
special sacrificial cable that fails at approximately 80% of the
possible movement cycles. To evaluate, the sacrificial cable is
bridged with the supply voltage and, if the core breaks, gives early
warning of the impending end of the cable's service lif e.
Unplanned system downtime caused by cable breakage can thus
be effectively prevented, and the sensor cable at risk of breaking
can be replaced during the next scheduled maintenance cycle. The
SmartCore Technology thereby contributes to increased system
availability and enables the recognition of errors in a cable such as
core breaks or loose contacts still before it becomes susceptible to
failure or fully fails. This avoids cost-intense system downtime.
Using a measurement function integrated in IO modules, the
employee working in servicing is informed by predictive diagnosis
message when the cable has reached some 85 percent of its
maximum life expectancy. The endangered cable can be replaced
during the next regular maintenance cycle.

54860 at www.ien.eu
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HIGH TEMPERATURE ENDOSCOPE

POWER ENTRY MODULE

For Power Generation Research

With double-stage filter

Resolve Optics has supplied
several high temperature
Short Wavelength Infrared
(SWIR) endoscopic viewing
systems to enable
inspection of the blades in a
gas turbine while in operation. Today, gas turbines are one of the
most widely-used power generating technologies. Gas turbines are
a type of internal combustion engine in which burning of an
air-fuel mixture produces hot gases that spin a turbine to produce
power. It is the production of hot gas during fuel combustion, not
the fuel itself that the gives gas turbines the name. Gas turbines
can use a variety of fuels, including natural gas, fuel oils, and
synthetic fuels. To enable inspection during gas turbine operation
required that the SWIR endoscope had to operate up to 950° C at
the tip with 150PSI pressure and be able to withstand severe
vibration. To overcome the negative effects of high temperature
and pressure, Resolve Optics created a novel design which allowed
introduction of cool air at high pressure at the mid-section of the
endoscope. This innovation enabled the prism at the tip of the
endoscope to be cooled to < 200° C and the positive pressure to
provide enough airflow to keep the prism clean. In addition, to stop
the endoscope transmitting heat from its tip to the connected
camera - special heat breaks were designed into the body so that
the camera end of the endoscope was kept below 50° C.

The new DD14 series from
SCHURTER packs remarkable
functionality into a new
generation of compact power
entry modules. The new DD14
combines an IEC C14 appliance
inlet with 2-pole switch and
2-pole fuseholder. EMC
performance is further
enhanced with a depth-saving
2-stage filter. Shielding is
optimized by screwing the metal casing of the filter to the panel,
using its horizontal or vertical flange. A snap-in filter version
eliminates the flange, consuming even less panel space. The DD14
integrates the EMC filter directly in line with the power input. The
two-stage filter design suppresses interference voltages more
effectively over a much broader frequency spectrum than
single-stage filters, thereby having a positive effect on
electro-magnetic compatibility. Standard and low-leakage medical
filter options are available for use in commercial or facilities ICT
equipment according to IEC 60950 and medical equipment
according to IEC 60601-1. The series meets the new fuseholder
requirements outlined in IEC 60127-6 for enhanced fire safety and
is also suitable for use in home appliances according to IEC
60335-1. It is compatible with V-Lock retaining cordsets.

54866 at www.ien.eu

54867 at www.ien.eu

NSF ACCREDITED FLOWMETERS
For use with food products
Titan Enterprises has achieved
certification under NSF/ANSI 169
as equipment for food products
for their 800 Series turbine
flowmeters and Beverage meter.
This accreditation is especially
important for manufacturers of
food production and handling
machinery who can now include an 800 Series or Beverage meter
secure in the knowledge that it has met NSF-standards for food
production. The competitively priced 800 series turbine flowmeter
is designed to give high performance over 6 flow ranges from 0.05
to 15 L/min. The devices totally non-metallic wetted components
make the 800-seies flowmeter the ideal choice for the metering of
food and beverage materials. Titan Enterprises beverage flowmeter
is designed specifically as a flow measurement solution for the
drink dispensing industries including beer wines and spirits. They
give high performance and competitive pricing with a flow range
up to 10 litres per minute. They have totally non-metallic wetted
components which makes them the ideal choice for the metering
of food-based products. Titan Enterprises were required to submit
samples of the 800 Series and Beverage meter to NSF for analysis.
The detailed analysis by NSF included a technical review, a
materials review, physical evaluation and a literature/marking
evaluation.

Revolution

NS series safety switches with solenoid
and RFID technology

• Suitable for medium/light applications
• Simplified, versatile and adaptable fixing system
• Maximum safety PL e and SIL 3 with a single device
• Articulated actuator for inaccurately closing doors
• Technopolymer body, holding force up to 2100 N

www.pizzato.com

54868 at www.ien.eu
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23-27
Hannover
www.hannovermesse.de

Control

24-27
Stuttgart
www.control-messe.de

MAY
Smart Automaticon
15-17
Vienna
www.smart-wien.at

SPS ICP Drives Italy
22-24
Parma
www.spsitalia.it

JUNE
Automotive Testing
Expo

05-07
Stuttgart
www.testing-expo.com/europe

ACHEMA

11-15
Frankfurt
www.achema.de

Note: Dates and descriptions of
events have been obtained from official
industrial sources. The publisher,
therefore, cannot be held responsible for
errors, changes or cancellations.
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LEO 5
manometer
with LoRaWAN

ISM
band

Wireless
manometer
transmitter and
remote display

LOW POWER
PRESSURE SENSORS

GSM-2
with series 36 XiW
level sensor

K-114 BT
interface converter
for digital + analogue
pressure gauges

OPTIMISED FOR THE

INTERNET
OF THINGS

LEO 5
manometer
with Bluetooth
Classic

GSM-2 Box
with series 23 SY
pressure transmitter

RFID
data logger
from the 21 DC series

Wireless
RFID
pressure transmitters
pressure transponder
with Bluetooth
from the 21 D series
Smart

KELLER unplugged!
The Internet of Things starts with a sensor.

Pressure transmitters and level sensors with digital interfaces are ideal for IoT solutions.
Their low supply voltages and optimised power consumption make them perfect for battery-operated wireless solutions.
Pressure ranges: 0,3…1000 bar / ATEX certification / Pressure and temperature data

D line pressure transmitters
I2C interface up to cable lengths of 5 m
1,8…3,6 V (optimised for button cells)
20 μW at 1 S/s and 1,8 V
Total error band ± 0,7 %FS at -10…80 °C

X line pressure transmitters
RS485 interface up to cable lengths of 1,4 km
3,2…32 V (optimised for 3,6 V lithium batteries)
100 μW at 1 S/min. and 3,2 V
Total error band ± 0,1 %FS at -10…80 °C

53892 at www.ien.eu
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